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This report describes the development of an approach to identify and define performance indicators for 

KEMA Quality. This approach is developed on the basis of 4 frameworks found in literature 

performance measurement. Workshops which were held at KEMA Quality validated the approach. 

The developed approach offers a fairly easy way to identify and define performance indicators 
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' 'Process performance indicators, a top-down bottom-up approach" describes the results of research 

performed at KEMA Quality b.v. (KEMA). The goal of the research was to develop an approach for 

performance management that fits the KEMA organisation. 

This research is part of a project to redesign and renew KEMA's IT-environment. The project 

encompasses an introduction of a new software package "Maconomy". One of the requirements of 

this software package is the ability to generate most of the required management information. The 

necessity for this research lays in the notion of managers at KEMA that the current management 

information was inadequate. 

The objective for this internship is the following: 

Design an approach to identifa performance indicators that enables KEMA to monitor and 

control business performance on the process level. 

The following 4 research questions can be derived from the above stated objective; 

1. How can KEMA explore and elucidate/clarifa organisational aims and objectives? 

2. How can KEMA assess and measure the goal attainment as well as the performance of the 

activities which are needed to execute its strategy? 

3. How should these performance measures be made operational? 

4. How should these performance measures be maintained and kept up-to-date? 

Performance management is a much discussed subject in scientific literature. A substantial part in 

literature on performance management discusses an approach introduced by Kaplan and Norton(1992) 

called the Balanced Scorecard (BSC). The BSC approach aims to provide a balanced view of the 

organizations ' performance and enables the organisation to monitor whether it is in line with its 

strategy. However the BSC approach has no clear guidelines for identification of organisational 

objectives and for identification and defining performance indicators. Therefore, it cannot be seen as 

an "off-the-shelf' solution for KEMA. 

A conceptual framework was composed out of findings made in literature on performance 

management. This conceptual framework consists out of 6 dimensions within three main focus areas, 

namely: 

• Objectives 

o (Strategic) objectives should clarified and clearly stated. 

• Measurementstructure 

o Mapping the means-ends objective network; By mapping the means-ends objectives 

network, the relationship between strategic objectives and their underlying objectives 
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should elucidate the organisational strategy. This network forms the basis for the 

identification of performance indicators. 

o Continuous improvement; control loops are required to be able to, on the one side 

evaluate objective attainment and on the other side evaluate the goals itself. 

• Performance indicator 

o Systematic approach for defining indicators; A suitable method for this is called the 

Goal Question Metrics and ensures that by using questions performance indicators can 

be identified which are relevant to the abstract goals. 

o Non-financial information; An advantage of non-financial indicators is that they 

enable timelier and more direct control of processes. 

o Proper definition of indicators, as poorly defined performance indicators lead to 

inappropriate behaviour. 

The comparison between the conceptual framework and the current management control situation at 

KEMA exposed a number of shortcomings. One of the major shortcomings is that KEMA has no 

explicit strategic objectives hierarchy. 

To get better insight in how the management control situation is perceived by KEMA managers a short 

survey was held. The outcome of this survey gave additional support for the fact that the current 

control situation is insufficient. 

As the survey did not provide the anticipated results, it was decided to hold a workshop. The objective 

of this workshop was twofold namely; to get more insight in the information demand of KEMA 

managers and validate the usefulness of the conceptual framework in practice. The table below gives a 

short summary of workshop sessions. 

Workshop session Attendees: Input document: Output document: Special notes 

Start workshop, first Student intern; 2 team managers, sales Survey first result 1.1 2.1 PPI list after first Listener !CT/Business 
session (result manager and operation manager. session meeting annalist (KEMA Member 
meeting) of the Maconomy 

implementation team) 

Feedback Meeting Student intern, team manager and 2.1 PPI list after first 2.2 PPI list after 
operation manager session meeting feedback meeting 

Pre MTFO meeting Student intern, team manager, manager 2.3 conceptual PPI list 2.4 conceptual PPI list 
Back office internal services, VP for pre-MTFO presented in MTFO 
national operations meeting meeting 

MTFO meeting Student intern, 2 team managers, 2.4 conceptual PPI list 2. 5 final PPI list 
manager Back office internal services, presented in MTFO 
VP national operations, Sales manager, meeting 
Marketing manager, Operation 
manager, manager ARBO and Business 
support team. 

The workshops validate the usefulness of the conceptual framework. Moreover, the workshops 

showed that with some iterative steps, considering the constraint that the process objective is clear, it 

is fairly to easy identify measurable performance indicators. In addition explicitly stating process 

111 
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objectives helped managers to improve his ability to identify which information is needed to monitor 

and control his processes. 

The outcome of the workshops clearly shows that it is fairly easy to identify and define a set of 

process performance indicators by using a bottom-up approach. Although little attention is paid on 

decomposing KEMA's strategy and mapping the means-end network onto the organisation, the 

guidelines given in this paper should enable the KEMA managers to perform this task. The latter can 

be seen as a top-down approach. This approach makes the essential link between high level objectives 

and lower level process objectives. If this link isn' t made then it is very well possible that the 

performance of the individual primary processes is high but it has little or even no effect on the overall 

performance of the organisation. Not to mention the possibility of misalignment with organisational 

strategy. Therefore this research recommends the idea of developing a performance management 

system with a top-down bottom-up approach. 

JV 
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CHAPTER I: ASSIGNMENT 

This chapter discusses the background for this research, the problem statement and the objective of 

this internship in the consequent paragraphs 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3. Subsequently, in paragraph 1.4, the scope 

for this research is given. In paragraph 1.5, four research questions are introduced to structure this 

research. Paragraph 1. 6 discusses how the theoretical background for this research is explored and 

what the specific areas in literature have to be addressed. Finally paragraph 1.7 discusses the research 

approach and paragraph 1. 8 describes the report structure. 

1.1 Background 

KEMA Quality B. V. is currently engaged in a project to redesign and renew its IT -environment. The 

main part of this project is the implementation of the software package Maconomy. This software 

package will replace the currently used software for certificate registration, finance, administration, 

planning and customer relationship management(CRM). 

The above mentioned software package should also be able to generate most of the required 

management information in the future. As a consequence of that, the question rises what control 

information is required on different management levels. The latter is the starting point for this 

internship. 

1.2 Problem statement 

The assignment can be defined as follows : 

What control information is required on different management levels to monitor the day- to -day 

business and monitor if business is in line with the KE.MA Quality strategy? 

Out of the assignment mentioned above and taking into account some interviews the following 

makeshift problem statement can be defined. This problem statement exists out of two parts: 

There is no clear picture, how the KE.MA Quality strategy should be decomposed into clear 

objectives and how the objectives of this strategy should be monitored 

There is no clear picture how to control the business process and what information is required 

for this task. Additionally through the current way of information provision it is impossible to 

control processes else then with .financial information. 

1.3 Objective of this internship 

KEMA strives to get a better picture of the actual performance of the organisation. Therefore, KEMA 

wants to implement a performance measurement system which monitors the performance from 
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different organisational perspectives. The ultimate aim of implementing a performance measurement 

system is to improve the performance of the organization. If you can get your performance 

measurement right, the data you generate will tell you where you are, how you are doing, and where 

you are gomg. 

Designing a performance management system is a sizeable task. It encompasses amongst others a 

thorough analysis of the organisation and its strategy. Due to time constraints and the feasibility of the 

research objective, it is chosen to place the main focus on identifying and defining performance 

objectives from a process perspective. Having a set of performance indicators from a process 

perspective should enable KEMA to get more insight in the actual performance of the organisation. It 

is assumed that better insight of the process performance forms a good basis for the further 

development of the performance measurement system. 

Therefore the objective for this internship is the following : 

Design an approach, to identify performance indicators that enables KEMA to monitor and control 

business performance on the process level. 

1.4 Scope of this research 

This research is executed at KEMA Quality B.V. in Arnhem. In principle this research is mainly 

focused on the national operations ofKEMA Quality. Nevertheless the, to be designed, approach 

could also be applied to the international branches ofKEMA Quality B.V. 

1. 5 Research questions 

This paragraph discusses four research questions. These research questions specify issues that have to 

be addressed to be able to attain the objective of this internship. In addition the use ofresearch 

question structures the direction of this research. The above mentioned issues are identified on the 

basis of the problem statement, the objective of this internship and a review of literature several. These 

issues can all be linked to the issue of management or organisational control. 

As stated in the problem statement KEMA has issues to get a clear picture how its strategy should be 

decomposed. A strategy describes the way how and with what means the key objectives should be 

attained (W eggeman, 1997). If KEMA wants to get a clear picture how its strategy should be 

decomposed it must first have a clear picture what its key objectives are. Subsequently the objectives 

which can be derived from these key objectives should be clarified. The latter described issue is 

formulated in research question 1 and is intended to give insight in how key objectives can be 

decomposed into lower level organisational objectives, see below: 
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KEMA~ 

How can KEMA explore and elucidateldarify organisational aims and objectives? 

As mentioned above, first some sort of objective structure should be identified to answer the question 

"What does the organisation want to achieve ". Subsequently a metrics structure can be identified to 

answer the question "How can the organisation measure this ". 

KEMA wants to be able to monitor and control its business performance. It is assumed that an 

organisation that is performing well is one that is successfully attaining its business objectives 

(Otley,1999). Therefore assessing/measuring goal attainment and the activities which are undertaken 

to achieve these goals give insight in business performance. Research questions 2 is intended to give 

insight, how the organisation can monitor/measure and control its performance. 

Research question 2: 

How can KEMA assess and measure the goal attainment as well as the performance of the 

activities which are needed to execute its strategy? 

This research should come up with an "approach" which is to be used in real practice. Therefore the 

third research question is intended to give insight how performance measures should be defined and 

operational is ed. 

Research question 3: 

How should these performance measures be made operational? 

The last research question is based on the given fact that organisational objectives and strategies can 

change during time. As a result of this, insight should be given how to maintain the performance 

measures and keep them up-to-date. The fourth research question is intended to discuss this issue. 

Research question 4: 

How should these performance measures be maintained and kept up-to-date? 

1.6 Literature search 

In order to find relevant literature on the issues described in the previous paragraph internet scientific 

search engines where used. In order to narrow and therefore improve the search results, multiple 

combinations of keywords were used. By using the references and keywords mentioned in relevant 

articles additional articles could be found, also known as the 'snowball' method or drilling down by 

reference. These relevant articles were used to provide a conceptual background for this research. 
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The keywords which were initially used were derived from several interviews and the formulated 

research questions. These keywords were goal decomposition, performance management, performance 

measurement, performance measures, performance indicators, (performance) metrics, business 

performance, management control, organisational control and cybernetics. All keywords are related to 

organisational control or management control. 

Searching on the subject goal decomposition in literature did not provide with the desired results. 

Literature on business process modelling and goal modelling gives something to hold on. With the use 

of the keywords relevant literature could be found which addresses the issues of elucidating and 

clarifying business objectives. The literature short list can be found in appendix I. 

J. 7 Research approach 

This research is a design-study whereby the outcome of this research should be presented as an 

approach that can be applied to the KEMA. This design deliverable is stated above in paragraph 1.3. 

The followed research approach is divided into four phases namely orientation, analysis, design & 

implementation and evaluation. 

Orientation phase 
In the orientation phase information is gathered about KEMA and its current control structure. In 

addition literature is consulted on various topics which is necessary for this research. 

Analysis phase 
On the basis ofliterature a conceptual framework is composed which helps to analyse the current 

control structure. This conceptual framework is based on the first three research questions. In addition 

an internal survey was held to analyse to what extent managers are provided with the required 

management information. The latter should provide a clear picture on what control information is 

currently used and if managers are satisfied with the currently provided management information. 

Design and Implementation phase 
Consequently the results of this analysis are used, again in combination with relevant literature, to 

design an approach for the identification and definition of performance indicators. In addition the 

implementation and maintenance issues regarding performance management and more specifically 

performance indicators are discussed and thereby answering research question four. 

Evaluation phase 
The report will conclude with a collection of conclusions and recommendations that result from the 

underlying research and knowledge that is gathered during the research project. 

4 
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The above described research approach is visualized in figure 1.1 which is based on the theories of 

Verschuren and Doorewaard(l998) 

Orientation Analysis Design and implementation Evaluation 

' 

PLC KEMA Ouellty system 

Interviews with managers 
end Internal organlzatlonal 

experts 

S1ructured su111&y among 
managers whet control 
information is aurenUy 
evellable and what they 

would like to use Analysos at the OJIT'Bnl 
management slrueture 

Concluslons end 
recommendations 

Figure 1-1 Research model 

1. 8 Report structure 
The structure of the report results from the phases and steps described in the section above. The next 

chapter will first provide a company profile. The conceptual background is discussed in chapter four 

and the analysis of the current management control situation at KEMA is discussed in chapter five. 

Chapter six will discuss the approach for the identification and definition of performance indicators. 

Issues regarding the implementation and maintenance of performance indicators are also discussed in 

chapter six. Chapter seven will evaluate the whole process and thereby give the conclusions and make 

recommendations. 
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This internship is executed at KEMA Quality B. V. Arnhem. KEMA Quality B. V. is a subsidiary of 

KEMA N.V. . To give an impression of the whole KEMA organisation, the first paragraph will give a 

brief description of KEMA N. V. The second paragraph will more elaborately describe KEMA Quality 

B.V. , its activities, its organizational structure and its primary processes. 

2.1 KEMA N.V. 

KEMA (1927) is an international enterprise specializing in technical consultancy, together with 

testing, inspection and certification. The starting point for KEMA is often innovative technique. 

KEMA is impartial and works for clients who are engaged in the supply of electricity and its use. 

Consultants supply technical solutions, strategic advice and elucidation of the financial consequences. 

KEMA provides work tailored to the client's needs and also often assists with the implementation of 

its recommendations. Quality and reliability are a sine qua non for KEMA. The company is aiming at 

further internationalization. 

In 2003 KEMA N.V. had a turnover of 169 million, over 50 foreign offices and an employee 

workforce of 1527. Customers ofKEMA N.V. can be found in industry (53 percent), energy 

companies (45 percent) and R&D-activities (2 percent). KEMA N.V. consist out of the following 

business units : 

• KEMA Quality B. V. 

• KEMA Transmission & Distribution Testing Services B.V. 

• KEMA Transmission & Distribution Consulting B. V. 

• KEMA Consulting B.V. 

• KEMA Power Generation & Sustainables B. V. 

2.2 KEMA Quality B.V. 

KEMA Quality B. V. is an internationally operating service organization which aims at reducing 

dangers and improving performances of its customers, particularly in the field of electric energy. 

KEMA Quality offers services which vary from inspecting and certifying products (among which the 

well-known KEMA-KEUR), assessing and certifying management systems (ISO), the implementation 

from calibration testing to certifying persons (for example people who work with high voltage 

installations). KEMA Quality B.V. characterizes itself as independent and reliable organization which 

considers integrity as a key value. KEMA Quality has a worldwide network of establishments with its 

head office established in Arnhem: 

• Europe: Warsaw (Poland), Dresden (Germany), Straubing (Germany), Milan (Italy), Brno 

(Czech republic), Lyon (France), Glouchester (United Kingdom). 

6 
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• Asia: Hong Kong (China), Guangzhou (China), Shanghai (China), Jakarta (Indonesia); 

• North America : Chalfont (United States), Lafayette (United States). 

Worldwide, there are 475 people working at KEMA Quality, of which there are 300 operative on the 

head office in Arnhem. Moreover, KEMA Quality a strategic alliance has contracted with CSA 

international in North America (Canada). KEMA Quality has six business partners concerning the 

whole world. These have established in: 

• Turkey (Istanbul): ESlm test Hismetleri San.ve.Tic: 

• ASH; Russia (Moscow): 000 CertQuality; 

• India (Bangalore): NVT Quality Certification Pvt. Ltd.; 

• Lebanon (Beirut): United management office; 

• Japan (Chiba): Spindler Associates co. Ltd.; 

• Great Britain (Gloucestershire): TRL Compliance services Ltd .. 

Figure 2-1 depicts the organisational structure of KEMA Quality. 

VP lntemallonal Operaltons Asia 
Pacific & North Amenca 

VP Frnence 

VP NstJonal Operations 
Arnhem 

tntemat1ona1 
Operations 

KEMA Quality Asia LTD. 
Hong KOll!'.I 

KEMAOualilyAs1a LTD 
Taiwan Brancf'l Olfice 

KEMAOueht yHong Kong LTD 
Shenghm Representative Office 

KEMA Ouslll:y Hong Kong l TD 
Gu11r1gzhou Representative 

Office 

KROUSA 

Business Partner.; 
lstftnblJ 
Toronto 
Beirut 
MOSCOW' 

Bangalore 
Tokyo Osaka 
Jakarta 

Figure 2-1 organisational structure 

Sales 

HRM 

Managing Director 

Ma11<e!ing & 
Commu111cabon 

Qualify 
Managemenl 

Business Support 
~am 

KEMA Quality Poland 
{W~aw) 

Jo<:EMA Oual•y Czech 
Repub•c (Brno} 

KEMA Quality Brussels 

KEMA Quality SAS France 
(Lyon) 

KEMAOuahtyGMBH 
{Dresden) 

Business Parlnws 

KEMA Quality Solutions 

_ TRL Comphance Services LTD 
(Gloucester) 
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KEMA Quality' s most important activities lie in rendering internationally recognized testing and 

certification services. These services focus on the following areas: 

• Product Certification 
KEMA Quality tests all types of industrial and consumer products for manufacturers, in the 
context of which particular attention is given to electrical safety. KEMA Quality has 
knowledge with respect to the most diverse national and international standards and 
specifications. 

• System Certification 
KEMA Quality assesses the quality-, occupational health and safety- and environmental 
management systems of industrial-, service-, and governmental organizations. KEMA Quality 
acts as a partner for customers that want to maintain or improve the quality of their 
organization or products and services. KEMA Quality is part of the IQ Net, the international 
network made up of 28 system certification organizations in 28 countries. 

• Aspect Certification 
KEMA Quality has developed a number of Aspect Certification Systems such as the 
"Waarborg" (Guarantee) Certificate for Installation Companies, the KEMA "Keurmerk 
Busbedrijf' (Quality Mark for Private Tour Bus Operators), and Penny Arcades. These 
certificates are developed in conjunction with branch industry organizations. This form of 
system certification specifically integrates the interest aspects of the parties involved into the 
criteria. 

• Personnel Certification 
The certification of personnel is a tool with which companies can objectively demonstrate that 
they have command of the competencies of their personnel and that these remain up-to-date. 
This mainly prevails for competencies that entail risks such as working with high voltage 
installations and/or those that could cause damage in the realm of business economics. 

2.2.2 Organisational structure KEMA Quality Arnhem 

KEMA Quality Arnhem has grouped its business activities into four teams namely: 

• T earn Industrial 

• T earn Health & Safety 

• T earn Domestic 

• Team Systems 

Each team is responsible for the sales targets which can be derived from the general business plan and 

from the team specific business plan. A team has a team manager who is responsible for sales and 

HRM (Human resources management), and an operational manager who is responsible for operations 

and finance. The team manager has final responsibility over his team. Business activities within a team 

are further divided into clusters, for example team Industrial consist out of the clusters Tools & 

Machinery, Industrial components and Explosion safety. Each team has its own support office. Figure 

2.2 depicts the organisational structure of KEMA Quality Arnhem. 
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Industrial 

Support office 

lndustrail Components 

Explosion Safety 

Figure 2-2 Organisation chart 

VP National Operations 

Hea Ith & Safety 

Support office 

ESG 

Medical USA 

Medical Europe 

Gaming 
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Domestic Systems 

Support office Support office 

Lighting Construction 

EMC Aspect & Local Certification 

Domestic Appliances Management Systems 

Photometry Inspections 

Domestic Components Guidance 

As can be seen in figure 2.1 there are 6 staff functions which supports or monitors, for example in case 

of quality management, the above-mentioned teams. 

Sales 

Marketing & Communication 

• Human resources management (HRM) 

Quality management 

Back office Internal Services (BIS) 

Business Support Team (BST) 
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2.2.3 Primary process 

KEMA :'< 

As the primary process can be different for each team and/or cluster, it will be described on such an 

aggregate level that the activities are more or less the same. A quick overview of the primary process 

is given in figure 2.3 . 

Product 
certification 

Certification 
of personnel 

Figure 2-3 Primary process according to PLC 

The processes development and purchasing are described in the PLC-system (KEMA Quality' s self 

developed quality system) but in reality no activities are executed which belong to these processes. 

The specific activities within the processes product certification, process certification and certification 

of personnel are different from each other but all have the aggregate activities work preparation, 

realisation and delivery. All activities within the primary process as well as the secondary process are 

described in the PLC-system. 
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CHAPTER3: DESIGN OF A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

This chapter composes a theoretical framework. The research questions mentioned in paragraph 2.4 

form the basis for this theoretical framework. Paragraph 4.1 describes the cybernetic view on 

performance management as this view can provide an overall picture of how performance 

management works. In addition, this section discusses if cybernetic control model can be used to help 

identify business objectives referring to research question one. Paragraph 4.2 discusses ways to 

elucidate and clarify business objectives, referring to research question one. Paragraph 4 .3 discusses 

existing performance measurement approaches and their suitability for KEMA, referring to the second 

research question. Paragraph 4.4 takes a closer look at identifying and defining performance 

indicators, referring to the third research question. 

3.1 Cybernetic control model 

To get insight into performance management the systems perspective is used. This also called 

cybernetics. Cybernetics is the theoretical study of communication and control processes in electronic 

systems. With the help of cybernetics the decision-making process in organization using performance 

measurement can be described. (Lohman et al, 1999) 

level 2 

Level 1 

mput 

·--------
' I I 
1 
I 

Control fundion 

Action (control 
instruments) 

Transformabon process 

Initiating Evmluating 

Goals 

Comparison 

Information 

Figure 3-1 Two control loop, see for reference Lohman et al (1999) 

From a cybernetics point of view, the actual control of the organization may be initiated for two 

reasons: 
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Comparison of input/output values with predefined goal indicates a discrepancy. Using the 

knowledge about the behaviour of the organization (control function), an appropriate action is 

necessary to produce the output according to the specifications (process control, level 1) 

Evaluation of the measurement indicated that the predefined goals have to be adapted to 

improve or maintain the organizational performance. Such initiation function will also result 

in a discrepancy between the goals and the actual values. Changes have to be made to set up 

the transformation process according to the new goals (goal control, level 2). 

The operational decision-making can be found in the control loop level 1. At the tactical or strategic 

level the control loop is used to evaluate and adapt control level 1, by changing goals if necessary. 

With these control loops, performance measurement extracts the " right" process information and 

provides goal information needed to evaluate performance (comparison) as well as goals (evaluation). 

"right" process information means that the information should be relevant for the level of control 

strategic, tactical, or operational (Anthony, 1965) and the company's strategic objectives(Lohman et 

al, 2004). 

In ' t Veld (1988) states that a cybernetic model cannot be used to identify goals. According to him 

new goals are derived from the changes in the environment of the cybernetic model (for example 

changes in customer expectations). Nevertheless the existing goals should be evaluated and adapted if 

necessary to improve or maintain organisational performance. This evaluation and adaptation of 

existing goals can be found in the second control loop of the cybernetic model. 

It can be noted that the cybernetic view on performance management is an appropriate way to describe 

the decision making process as perceived in reality. Nevertheless in literature it is argued that the 

cybernetic view gives a too deterministic and mechanical perspective and assumes objectivity that is 

unrealistic (Lohman et al,2004)(Henri, 2004). In addition, from a cybernetic perspective the use of 

performance measurement is associated mainly with control of accomplishment of organisational 

objectives and strategy implementation (Henri, 2004). This view on controlling an organisation can 

therefore be associated with traditional performance measurement. Traditional performance 

measurement is amongst others static and short-term oriented, paragraph 4.3 will discuss the 

shortcomings of traditional performance measurement in more detail. 

It can be concluded that the cybernetic model can provide understanding on how performance 

management works. However it cannot give any guidance in the identification of organisational 

objectives. Therefore the cybernetic model will not be used to explore and/or elucidate organisational 

aims or objectives. 

3.2 Exploring and elucidation of objectives 
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This paragraph discusses what is written in literature on how to explore and elucidate organisational 

aims and objectives. According to Neiger and Churilov(2004) two well-known methodologies can be 

identified which focus on modelling business goals and objectives. The " I* framework developed" by 

Yu and Mylopoulus(1996) is a goal-based reasoning framework which enables a redesign team to 

identify improvements in the business process. The latter framework facilitates modelling of logical, 

causal and influencing relationships between goals whilst linking the goals to the activities and 

functions aimed at their achievement. The second framework is developed by Keeney(l996) and is 

referred to as the "value focused thinking (VFT) framework". The VFf framework can be used to 

clarify and explicitly state strategic objectives. Keeney emphasises that developing a strategy is not a 

matter of listing objectives; "There is a need for greater depth, clear structure, and a sound conceptual 

base in developing objectives for strategic decision contexts" . According to Keeney(l996) an 

objective is "a statement of something that one wants to strive toward" . In addition objectives within 

the VFf framework are classified into two classes: 

• fandamental objectives that "concern the ends that decision makers value in a specific 

decision context" 

• means objectives that "are methods to achieve ends" 

It has to be noted that these ends and means are not absolute concepts. They are context dependent an 

example of this is given below: 

If your decisfon context concerns investing your available funds for retirement to maximize the amount 

of money available at the beginning of retirement is a fundamental objective . 

hut 

In your decision context of having a good life during your retirement years, maximizing the amount of 

money available at the beginning of retirement is a means objective. 

Fundamental objectives for strategic decisions, meaning the broadest class of decisions facing an 

organization, are defined as strategic objectives. The strategic objectives provide common guidance 

for all decisions in an organization and form the basis for more detailed fundamental objectives 

appropriate for specific decisions. 

Clemen and Reilly(l996) summarized the rules for describing the structure of objectives as follows : 

to move: 

ask: 

to move: 

ask 

Fundamental Objectives 

downward in the hierarchy: 

What do mean by that? 

upward in the hierarchy: 

Of what more general objective is 

this an aspect? 

Means Objectives 

away from fundamental objectives: 

How could you achieve this? 

toward fundamental objective: 

Why is that important? 

Keeney states that discussions based on the above mentioned questions should result into two products 

namely a strategic objectives hierarchy( e.g. in appendix II) and a means-ends objectives network (e.g. 
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in appendix III). ''The strategic objectives hierarchy of an organisation can guide the identification of 

decision opportunities that enhance both the likelihood of achieving those objectives and the degree to 

which the objectives are achieved". This means-ends objective network maps the relationships 

between the strategic objectives and all the other identified objectives. The approach encompasses 4 

phases, namely: 

1. Compile an initial list of objectives. 

2. Categorize objectives as means or ends objectives and logically structure these. 

3. Create alternatives using the already found objectives . 

4. Prioritise objectives. 

The most obvious way to identify objectives is to engage in discussion of the decision situation 

Keeney(1996) . The table 6.1 lists several techniques which can be used in to identify objectives. 

Table 3-1 Techniques to use in identifying objectives 

I i. A wish list. 

• What do you want? . What do you value? . What should you want? 

I 2. Alternatives. . What is a perfect alternative, . A terrible alternative, 

• Some reasonable alternative? . What is good or bad about each? 

I 3. Problems and shortcomings, . What is wrong or right with your organization? . What needs fixing? 

I 4. Consequences. . What has occurred that was good or bad? . What might occur that you care a bout? 

I s. Goals. constraints, and guidelines. . What are your aspirations? 

• What limitations are place upon you? 

I 6. Different perspectives. . What would your competitor or your constituency be concerned about? . At some time in the future, what would concern you? 

I 7. Strategic objectives. . What are your ultimate objectives? . What are your values that are absolutely fundamental? 

I s. Generic objectives. . What objectives do you have for your customers, your employees, your shareholders, yourself? . What environmental, social, economic, or health and safety objedives are important? 

I 9. Structuring objectives. Follow means-ends relationships: . Why is that objective important, how can you achieve it? 
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I • Use specification: what do you mean by this objective? 

I I 0. Quantifying objectives. 

I 
•. How would you measure achievement of this objective? 

Why is objective A three times as important as objective B? 

KEMA :I< 

These techniques should provide redundant guidance for identifying objectives, but redundancy is not 

a shortcoming. It is much easier to recognize redundant objectives when they are explicitly listed than 

is to identify missing objectives Keeney(l996) 

The latter framework provides a systematic approach to structure organisation objectives . Whereas the 

framework developed by Yu and Mylopoulus(1996) is merely based onto improving existing goal, the 

VFT framework can be used to help clarify and define the organisational objectives and aims . In 

addition the " I* framework" way of modelling restricts the ability to represent the sequential nature of 

the business process. As a result of this the "I* framework" cannot map the means-end relationships 

which are necessary to decompose key objectives. As KEMA has issues regarding the clarification 

and defining of its objectives the use of the VFT approach is seen as most suited. 

3.3 Perfonnance measurement 

As stated in paragraph 2.4 a performance measurement approach is needed that goes beyond a 

conceptual framework but is also usable in practice. This section discusses current available 

performance measurement approaches which could be suitable for the KEMA situation. 

Several performance measurement approaches can be identified from literature. A well-known 

approach is the Balanced Scorecard (BSC) developed by Kaplan and Norton (1992). This approach 

can be seen as a reaction on the major inadequacies of traditional metrics (see appendix IV). One of 

the major inadequacies is that traditional financial measures lack the ability to explain future 

performance, in other words it lacks the ability to get a glimpse of business progress well before a 

financial verdict is pronounced and the soundness of their investment allocations has become moot 

(irrelevant) (Ittner & Larcker, 2003). The latter is made possible by the use of non-financial 

information such as customer loyalty, employee satisfaction and other non-financial performance 

information. The benefits that come with it should be obvious. The use of non-financial information 

also makes it possible to get insight in the realm of intangible value such as R&D productivity, that 

accounting rules refuse to recognize as assets (Ittner & Larcker, 2003). Non-financial information is 

needed to give actionable and timely signals to managers. This enables managers to proactively 

control their processes and not wait until they can' t influence the outcomes. It can therefore be 

concluded that the use of solely financial information is inadequate and non-financial information is 

needed to be able to manage the business process. 
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Due to the fact that the BSC approach encompasses non-financial information, its strategy driven and 

the fact that KEMA is familiar with this approach and even has already got some hands on experience, 

further investigating the BSC approach is worthwhile. 

A BSC is a top down approach where a company ' s strategy is translated into focused and measurable 

terms using hypothesis and a cause and effect model. The BSC method uses a cause and effect model 

to analyze and link all measures in a cause and effect chain that culminates in a relation to financial 

results. Central in the BSC approach is a measurement system that prescribes the usage of pre-defined 

quantitative metrics from four business goal domains respectively: financial, customer, internal 

business process and learning and growth, companies should measure in order to ' balance ' the 

business from a financial perspective(Kaplan and Norton 1992). 

Although the BSC is a widely acclaimed approach for business improvement, some question the real 

benefits and place critical remarks. Mooraj (1999) states that is the propaganda surrounding the 

balanced scorecard which provides the evidence for the BSC claims. For example, the claim that BSC 

is the key for driving performance in organizations. Furthermore Noreklit (2003) argues that the 

authors of the Balance Scorecard (Kaplan and Norton) are only using persuasive rhetoric to underpin 

their theory. In his view Kaplan and Norton do not use a sound argumentation for their theory. In 

addition there are only a few studies which show a strong causal link between BSC usage and 

improved financial performance and thereby supporting the theory behind the BSC. 

Nevertheless authors who are critical towards the balanced scorecard also see the benefits of it. Seen 

benefits are for example that the BSC provides both relevant and balanced information in a concise 

way for managers; is an easily understood concept (Malina and Selto,2001 ; Ahn,2001 ;Davis and 

Albright, 2004; Mooraj , Oyon and Hostettler, 1999). 

Besides issues regarding the argumentation and empirical evidence of the BSC other issues can be 

identified. The BSC is not an elaborated system but a framework for performance measurement (Ahn 

2001 ). This framework has to be worked out according to the pursued strategy. Many organisations 

encounter problems when defining their strategy. Epstein and Manzoni(l998) state that top 

management often cannot articulate a clear and shared view of the organisation's strategy. The BSC 

approach lacks clear guidelines to help organisations to define a strategy. The VFT -approach as 

described in paragraph 4.2 can help an organisation to articulate a clear and shared view on the 

organisation' s strategy. 

Furthermore the BSC and also other comparable approaches lack a link with the operational process 

(Trienekens et al 2004: Krause 2003,Neiger and Churilov, 2004). In other words the definitions of 

performance measures remain at a high level of abstraction because formulas, interpretation and data 
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sources are not explicitly defined. The BSC approach falls short in providing clear guidelines how to 

identify and define performance measures that are relevant to the set objectives. 

It can be concluded that the concept behind the BSC is good, namely providing a balanced view of the 

organisations performance which should be in line with its strategy. However the BSC approach lacks 

clear guidelines how to identify organisational objectives and how to identify and define performance 

indicators. Therefore the BSC approach cannot be seen as an "off-the-shelf' solution for the raised 

issues at KEMA. Nevertheless the emphasis that the BSC approach places on the use of non-financial 

performance indicators besides financial ones to get a "balanced" view of the organisational 

performance should be taken into account. 

3.4 Performance indicators 

The previous paragraph mentioned that amongst others BSC approach misses the link with operational 

process. The BSC approach has no clear guidelines to identify and define performance measures. In 

this paragraph an approach, namely GQM, is introduced which may well provide more guidance with 

identification of performance indicators. The GQM approach is intended to help to identify 

performance indicators/metrics which are relevant to the abstract goals, see section 4.4.1 . Section 4.4.2 

will introduce a set of requirements for the definitions of performance indicators. 

3.4.1 Goal question metrics approach 
The Goal Question Metrics (GQM) Basili (1997) is an approach which helps to identify the metrics 

needed to generate the necessary control information. The GQM approach ensures that through 

questions the right metrics which are relevant to the goal can be identified. GQM supports answering 

questions such as: how to decide what needs to be measured, when should this be measured and where 

in the product creation process? In this way ad-hoc and unsystematic application of metrics and the 

collection of irrelevant data is avoided. (Trienekens et al, 2004) 

In figure 3-2 an example is given of the GQM approach. 
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Figure 3-2 Example GQM approach source: Basili (1997) THE GOAL QUESTION METRIC 

APPROACH 

The GQM approach provides a solution to one of the shortcomings of the BSC approach. However 

GQM cannot be seen as a replacement for the BSC as the GQM approach cannot deal with high-level 

corporate objectives (Trienekens et al, 2004). This issue with high-level corporate objectives can be 

overcome by combining the VFf and GQM approach. The VFT approach can be used to identify the 

objectives and subsequently the GQM approach can be used to translate these goals into measures. 

These two approaches supplement each other. 

Some overlap may exist between these two approaches. The VFT approach is successfully applied. 

This should result in clearly defined objectives. These clearly defined objectives form the input for the 

GQM approach. The overlap can be found in the fact that the GQM approach is especially developed 

to handle vague and abstract objectives. 

It is assumed that this overlap is beneficial for the identification and definition of performance 

indicators. The GQM uses questions to be able to identify and define performance indicators. These 

questions should assist KEMA to further specify what should be measured. The information out of the 

objective identification discussions (VFf approach) could be helpful when formulating these 

questions. 

Overall it can be concluded that GQM offers additional guidance with the identification of 

performance indicators. 
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As can be seen in the previous section some elements of a performance indicator are described namely 

purpose, issue, object (process) and viewpoint. This paragraph discusses other criteria to be able to 

properly define performance indicator. 

Developing a Performance measurement system is a complex process and is the subject of 

considerable research. One of the key questions that has to be considered during this process is how 

specific measures of performance could be designed. Too often it happens that poorly defined 

performance indicators result into inappropriate behaviour. Due to the lack of attention to detail in the 

definition phase, the use of performance indicators may be counterproductive. Neely( 1997) in his 

research summed up the recommendations which can be found in literature see appendix V. Based on 

these recommendations, Neely(1997) developed a framework, which seeks to specify what a "good" 

performance measure constitutes. This framework consists out of the following ten elements : 

Element 1 - measure 
The title of the measure should be clear. A good title is one that explains what the measure is and why 
it is important. It should be self-explanatory and not include functionally specific jargon. 

Element 2 - purpose 
If a measure has no purpose then one can question whether it should be introduced. Hence the 
rationale underlying the measure has to be specified. 
Typical purposes include to : 
• Enable us to monitor the rate of improvement, thereby driving down the total cost; 

Element 3 - relates to 

As with purpose, if the measure being considered does not relate to any of the business objectives then 
one can question whether the measure should be introduced. Hence the business objectives to which 
the measure relates should be identified. 

Element 4 - target 
The objectives of any business are a function of the requirements of its owners and customers. The 
levels of performance the business needs to achieve to satisfy these objectives are dependent on how 
good its competitors are. Without knowledge of how good the competition is, and an explicit target, 
which specifies the level of performance to be achieved and a time scale for achieving it, it is 
impossible to assess whether performance is improving rapidly enough and hence whether the 
business is likely to be able to compete in the medium to long term. An appropriate target for each 
measure should therefore be recorded 
Typical targets include: 
• 20 per cent improvement year on year; 
• 15 per cent reduction during the next 12 months; 
•Achieve 98 per cent delivery performance (on time, in full) by the end of next year. 

Element 5 - formula 
This is one of the most challenging elements to specify because the formula - the way performance is 
measured- affects how people behave. A clear definition of the formula variables is necessary. For 
example; when you want to measure the actual lead-time of a product certification the start and ending 
point of this process should be explicitly defined. One of the golden rules of performance 
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measurement is that there is no point measuring someone on something over which they have no 
control. Keeping this in mind the start point for instance is the moment that the product sample is 
received. The ending date is the moment that the client receives his certificate. 

To summarize this field should contain the formula and clear definitions of the formula variables. 

Element 6 - frequency 
The frequency with which performance should be recorded and reported is a function of the 
importance of the measure and the volume of data available. 

Element 7 - who measures 
The person/system who is to collect and report the data should be identified. 

Element 8 - source of data 
The source of the raw data should be specified. The importance of this question lies in the fact that a 
consistent source of data is vital if performance is to be compared over time. 

Element 9 - who acts on the data 
The person who is to act on the data should be identified. 

Element l 0 - what do they do? 
This is probably the most important element contained on the performance measure record sheet, not 
because it contains the most important information, but because it makes explicit the fact that unless 
the management loop (plan do check act) is closed, there is no point in having the measure. It is not 
always possible to detail the action that will be taken if performance proves to be either acceptable or 
unacceptable, as this is often context specific. It is, however, always possible to define in general the 
management process that will be followed should performance appear to be either acceptable or 
unacceptable. 

Table 4-1 gives an example of what a performance indicator according to this framework could look 
like. 

Table 3-2 Example of a performance indicator defined with the ten elements of Neely(1997) . 

rritle Reliability of the issued delivery dates 

Purpose To enable us to track actual delivery dates versus quoted delivery dates 

Relates to business objective "Act as agreed" 

Target 95% 

Fonnula 
Nwnber of orders where the issued delivery date is later than the closing date of the 

werkorder' , divided by the nwnber of orders times a 100% 

Frequency Monthly 

Who measures? System 

Source of data "werkorder" administration(system) 

Who acts on data Team Manager 

What action? e.g. investigate if the gap with set target is structural or incidental 

Notes & Comments 
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The above mentioned ten elements provide a clear description of and performance indicator. More or 

less they also coincide with the elements mentioned in the GQM approach. The object stated in the 

GQM approach coincides in this context with the relates to element mentioned by Neely. The 

Viewpoint coincides with the element "Who Measures " or "Source of data". 

Combining the GQM approach with the recommendation made by Neely regarding the requirements 

for "good" performance indicators an approach can be devised which helps to identify and clearly 

define performance indicators. The GQM approach is used to translate goals into performance 

indicators. Using the ten definition elements for performance indicators the identified indicators can be 

properly defined in such a manner that the risk of inappropriate behaviour is minimized. 

3. 5 Continuous improvement 

Measuring the organisational performance is a waste of costly time and resources when an 

organisation does not act on differences between actual outcomes and targets. There should be a 

continuous process where discrepancies between actual outcomes and targets should result in 

improvement actions (First control loop. Lohman et al, 2004; Neely(1997) The extent of these 

improvement actions should depend on whether the difference between actual outcome and target can 

be classified as incidental or structural. A structural difference requires a structural improvement of 

the business process. To plan and control these continuous improvements the plan do check act cycle 

concept should be implemented as suggested among others by Trienekens et al(2005) 

It is also recommended that the used performance indicators should continuously be evaluated and 

adjusted if necessary (Second control loop Lohman et al, 2004). Trienekens et al(2005) mentioned 

amongst others that various performance measurement (e.g. BSC) approaches lacks a process 

improvement orientation. By implementing these two control loops and the plan-do-check-act cycle 

this shortcoming is addressed. A process improvement orientation is beneficial to KEMA as it 

advocates a proactive stance in the business control process. 
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This paragraph summarises the findings made in literature which form the basis for the conceptual 

framework. The conceptual framework consists out of six dimensions. These dimensions can be 

divided into three main focus areas namely objectives, measurement structure and performance 

indicator. These dimensions can be seen as requirements for good performance management and are 

described below. 

Objectives 

• aearly stated objectives 
(Strategic) objectives should be 
clarified and explicitly stated. "Even if 
these objectives are fairly clear but not 
written down, writing them down 
should lead to further clarification" 
(Keeney). 

Measurement structure Performance indicator 

• Continuous improvement 
Control loops are required to be able to on the one 
side evaluate objective attainment and on the other 
side evaluate the goals itself. If there are 
discrepancies between the objectives goals and the 
actual values appropriate action should be 
undertaken to achieve those goals. Evaluating 
objective itself is necessary because KEMA 
operates in a dynamic environment and therefore 
needs to adapt its objective to improve or maintain 
its organisational performance (Trienekens Kusters, 
Lohman). 

• Mapping means-ends objectives network 
By mapping the means-ends objectives network, 
the relationships between strategic objectives and 
their underlying objectives should elucidate the 
organisational strategy. This network forms the 
basis for the development of performance 
indicators (Keeney). 

• Systematic approach for defining indicators 
A systematic approach such as for example GQM 
is needed to avoid an ad-hoc and unsystematic 
application of metrics and the collection of 
irrelevant data. (Trienekens) 

• Non-financial information 
Non-financial information should be used besides 
the traditional financial information to give a 
more "balanced" view of the organisational 
performance. Furthermore the use of non
financial indicators allows managers to intervene 
in the process well before the financial verdict is 
pronounced 

• Proper definition of indicators 
Performance indicators should be properly 
defined because poorly defined performance 
indicators often lead to inappropriate behaviour 
(Neely). 

The next chapter will discuss the analysis of the current management control structure. This analysis is 

done on the basis on the above mentioned framework. 
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CHAPTER 4: A FRAMEWORK BASED ANALYSIS OF THE 

CURRENT MANAGEMENT CONTROL SITUATION 

This chapter discusses to what extent recommendations made in literature can be found in the current 

management control situation at KEMA. Besides this theoretical comparison a summary is given of 

the management control situation as perceived by the managers. Finally the survey which was held to 

get insight in the current management information situation is discussed. The paragraphs 5 .1 to 5 .3 

discusses the above mentioned issues in subsequent orders and paragraph 5.4 present the main 

conclusions drawn from this analysis. 

4.1 A theoretical comparison of the current management control situation based 
on the conceptual framework. 

The previous chapter introduced a conceptual framework consisting out of 6 dimensions. This 

paragraph will discuss to what extent these dimensions can be found at the current management 

control situation. By doing so it should become clear if the current management control situation is 

"adequate" according to literature. 

4.1.1 Strategic objectives should be clarified and explicitly stated 

The past few years, KEMA's objectives are straightforward; the focus is on growth, both autonomous 

and through acquisitions. In this year's personnel meeting the following strategic objectives were 

given: 

Double Added Value and Profit in 5 years 

Mix of autonomous growth and acquisitions 

Target areas: Asia (greater China), Europe, USA 

Major part of the growth has to come from Asia 

Focus on core business 

Keep ratio products I systems about 75%: 25% 

Keep highly competent, technical and impartial image. 

As stated in the previous chapter there is a difference between fundamental and means objectives 

(VFT -approach). If this latter distinction is applied to the above mentioned list it is questionable if the 

above mentioned objectives are all fundamental objective for KEMA. For example the 3 to 1 ratio 

product versus system certification is more a growth constraint then a fundamental objective. 

Furthermore it is also viable that there are some fundamental objectives missing. 

Based on what is said in the mission statement and the vision of KEMA (see appendix VI) additional 

fundamental objectives could be derived, e.g. fulfilling CSA partnership agreement. The CSA 
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partnership is a strategic alliance between CSA (based in Canada) and KEMA which encompasses a 

far-reaching collaboration where for example KEMA can do the testing for European market who 

wish a CSA certificate. 

KEMA has no explicit strategic objectives hierarchy. KEMA has not documented any priorities for 

their strategic objectives. This makes it hard to effectively attain the set objectives. 

4.1.2 Control loop 

According to the "Process Life Cycle system" (PLC, KEMA's quality system) the management 

process should be executed as depicted in figure 4.1. As can be seen in the figure KEMA's strategy 

should be translated in policy statement with the use of "policy cycles". A "policy cycle" is a KEMA 

term for some sort of a management planning cycle. There are 6 policy cycles namely: 

Operational plan 

Quality cycle 

Legal policy 

Marketing cycle 

HRM cycle 

Finance 

An example of these policy cycles is depicted in figure 4.2. 
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Figure 4-2 Policy cycle Operational plan 

There is a formalized approach for the management process which also suggests several control loops. 

But in reality it comes down to one control loop namely are the financial targets achieved. Managers 

do not explicitly use feedback on objectives other then financial ones. These objectives are only 

followed in the "head" of the managers. It can be concluded there is no continuous improvement 

initiative, i.e. the specification, executions and control of improvement activities, is insufficiently 

addressed. 

4.1.3 Mapping the means-ends objectives network 

KEMA has no documents which explicitly state by which means it tries to achieve its ends. In other 

words it is not explicit how the above mentioned strategic objectives can be reached. It has to be noted 

that some actions/objectives are defined how to achieve the strategic objectives but they are scattered 

throughout the general business plan. The latter is also applicable to the business plans for business 

lines. A business line is the combination of all the same services provided worldwide and concerns all 

ofKEMA's subsidiaries. These business plans offer a lot of information but again it is not made 

explicit by which means managers want to achieve its ends. Most objectives remain at high level of 

abstraction. Adding this to the lack of a strategy objective hierarchy results in a situation where the 
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strategic objectives can offer little strategic guidance. See for example appendix VII on how the 

strategy for power tools is decomposed. 

4.1.4 Non-financial information 

KEMA is a company that is mainly controlled on basis of financial information. These financial 

figures are readily available in Wowos (KEMA administrative tool) and each month the finance and 

accounting department generates a management report. This report contains a brief resume and a more 

detailed overview per team and a general overview of profit and loss information, an updated balance 

sheet, work in progress and cash flow. Additional examples of performance indicators that are 

available to the managers, is listed below: 

Work in progress (WIP) 

Productivity; is the amount of hours that are booked onto a project divided by the total number 

of hours which are available. 

Debtors total 

Amount of credit notes 

Debtors open> 120 days 

Turnover per cluster moving through the year 

Turnover per cluster per month 

Margin on closed projects per cluster, moving year average. 

Margin on closed project per project leader, moving year average 

Net profit per cluster moving average per year. 

Net profit per cluster per month. 

Some performance indicators which are stated in the management report are non-financial, for 

example indicators for illness, holidays, available hours, billable and non-billable hours. However it 

has to be noted that these are all related to each other. Most of the used performance indicators by 

KEMA are traditional performance indicators. In literature ample evidence can be found that solely 

using traditional performance indicators is inadequate to manage business performance. 

4.1.5 Systematic approach to identify performance indicators which are relevant to the set 
objectives 

KEMA uses performance indicators which are commonly known in business. Most of these indicators 

generate traditional accounting and control information. Therefore it is assumed that these 

performance indicators originated from the traditional accounting and control principles. 

Besides the latter mentioned 'approach', KEMA has no systematic approach to identify performance 

indicators which are relevant to the set objectives. 
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4.1.6 Performance indicators should be properly defined. 

KEMA :'< 

KEMA uses performance indicators historical grown performance indicators. Examples of these 

indicators are given in paragraph 4.1.4. These performance indicators are not explicitly related to an 

objective (see also paragraph 4.3). An explicit relation with an objective is one of the criteria for a 

good definition of a performance indicator. Through interviews with managers the objectives related 

to the performance indicators can be revealed. These objectives are not identified and structured in 

such a way as advised by the conceptual framework. This results into most objectives being too vague 

and missing the traits to assist managers in the decision making process . As these objectives are 

thereupon used as a basis for the identification of performance indicators, it is not surprising that the 

identified performance indicators lack a proper definition. 

For example one of KEMA's objectives is to minimize its work in progress (WIP). WIP is defined as 

all the work done for an order in Euros minus the amount of Euros that has already been invoiced from 

this order and should be a certain percentage from turnover. The value of the WIP is dependent on 

three variables namely: 

l . The value of work that is completed; 

2. The time between the point an invoice should be created and an invoice is actually 

created; 

3. The agreements made with the customer when to send an invoice. 

This objective is not explicitly linked to a strategic objective or it is not a strategic objective in itself as 

it not listed with the strategic objectives. It's therefore unclear where this objective is located in the 

objective hierarchy and the means-end network. Furthermore it is even questionable if this objective 

can assist managers in the decision making process. Variable three hinders managers to minimize the 

WIP, as the agreement prescribes when an invoice can be send. For example if the agreement states 

that the invoice can be after the complete order is finished and the lead time of the order is one year. 

The WIP will increase over the year without the ability to minimize the WIP. 

If the second variable is minimized the WIP will be reduced too. This variable says something on the 

effectiveness of the invoicing process and can be directly controlled. Therefore it makes more sense to 

reduce the time between the point an invoice should be created and an invoice is actually created. 

Furthermore the agreements made with customers should encompass regular invoicing moments to 

prevent KEMA "investing" to much in their customer. 

Another example where an objective is again not explicitly linked to a strategic objective or is not a 

strategic objective in itself is productivity. Productivity is measured on the basis of billable versus 

non-billable hours. In principle this indicator is a good way to measure the organisations efficiency. 

This indicator is not reliable because KEMA employees do not write their hours in the same way. For 
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example cleaning up the workspace after an experiment is booked by some as billable to a project and 

some see this as non-billable. Billable and non-billable hours lack a clear definition. 

Neely et al(l997) warns in it article that performance indicators might lead to improper behaviour. In 

this case booking more hours on a project will result in higher productivity rating but will put a strain 

on the project margins. This example shows that only focusing on productivity and not considering 

the margins made on the projects may be counterproductive 

The conclusion can be drawn that in overall performance measures are not properly defined. The 

above mentioned examples should illustrate that objectives should be clear because vague and not 

"well-considered" objectives provide little guidance for decision making. Performance indicators 

which are related to these objectives inherently generate information that is of little use to manager to 

control its processes. In addition it can be noted that KEMA does not define its performance indicators 

in a comparable way as advised by Neely et al. 

4.1.7 Concluding remarks on the comparison ofKEMA's practice with literature 

It can be concluded that KEMA does not adhere to the "recommendations" provided in the conceptual 

framework. KEMA does not explicitly use control loops to manage its business process. It is not 

explicit what KEMA' s strategic objectives are and how KEMA wants to attain these strategic 

objectives, there is no means-ends objective network. As a result of this it's hard to judge if the 

formulated objectives and actions will be effective and positively influence the key objectives of 

KEMA. Therefore the used objectives by KEMA provide little management guidance. The lack of 

explicitly stated objectives could be one of the reasons why managers spend quite some time writing 

there business plans. Finally due to an unclear objectives structure it is hard to identify and properly 

define performance indicators. 

4.2 The current management control situation as perceived by KEMA managers 

Based on the theoretical comparison between the KEMA practice and the conceptual framework, there 

is room for improvement. Nevertheless a common remark in business is that "real practice differs from 

theory". Therefore it was decided to get insight in how the management control situation is perceived 

by KEMA managers. The goal was to find out whether manager misses certain information to make 

business decisions. A short inquiry was held among the manager to attain this information 

All managers control their business on the basis of this report and the information available in 

"Wowos". Some managers note that because they are assessed on financial information they are 

"forced" to control their business on that basis. Although most managers are aware of the fact that 
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controlling the business process solely on the basis of financial information is inadequate, the lack of a 

suitable alternative gives them no other choice then the use of financial information. 

Overall managers are satisfied with the provided information, although some managers would like 

additional information. This additional information is needed because managers are confronted with 

"exceptional" situations where for example the customer delivery date is exceeded with not a couple 

of days but with weeks or months. In other instances they need additional information because there is 

a flaw in the process procedure. For example KEMA needs to have a product sample and the required 

product documentation before they can start testing. In a normal situation somebody should check if 

the correct sample and documentation is received from the customer. That not being the case the 

customer should be timely informed that testing cannot start due to an incorrect product sample and/or 

missing documentation. In reality some customers are informed that their sample isn 't complete for 

testing a couple weeks after that they have sent this sample for testing. To avoid this delay, managers 

want to monitor the time between the point the product sample and the documentation is received and 

the moment that they are checked. 

The inquiry among the managers resulted in a mixed picture. On the one side managers are satisfied 

with the information they got on the other side managers could create a wish list if you go on asking. 

Therefore it was decided to get more insight in whether managers are provided with the required 

management information. To achieve this, a survey was held which is described in the next paragraph. 

4.3 Management information survey 

Although the inquiry revealed that most manager perceived the current control situation as sufficient, 

the question remained whether manager are provided with the required management information. 

Moreover, the comparison with the theoretical framework showed that there is enough room for 

improvement from a theoretical viewpoint. 

A survey was conducted to test whether the managers ' perception corresponds with reality. The goal 

of this survey is to get insight in the current available management information and more specifically 

if this information is sufficient for the managers to make business decisions. The inquiry revealed that 

the managers would like to have some information they presently do not have. Therefore it was 

decided that managers should fill in which performance indicators they are currently using and also 

which performance indicators they would like to have. 

To structure the way managers could fill in their performance indicators, the survey form was based 

on the 10 elements provided by Neely (1997) see paragraph 3.4.2 out of which a good performance 

indicator should exist. Twelve managers were asked to fill in this form (see appendix VIII for survey 

request and IX for the form) . 
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The inquiry among KEMA's managers gave the impression that they were satisfied with the current 

available information. However the eight returned surveys (from sales manager, four team managers, 

operations manager, back office manager, and VP international operations) contained mostly 

indicators which are currently not available. Not surprisingly the managers who filled in a survey 

noted themselves that besides the current financial information there is a need for extra information. 

The managers came up with 155 performance indicators. As can be seen in appendix X the returned 

surveys aren ' t completely filled in. The elements purpose and frequency were filled in for 50 % of the 

performance indicators. It is strange that the element purpose is only filled for about half of the 

performance indicators but it is assumed managers know the purpose of their performance indicator. 

Most striking is that the field "relates to business objective" is only filled in 30% of the performance 

indicators. Many of the fields which are filled are not really a specific business objectives (for 

example relates to financial, process, sales, profitability, budget etc.. This is striking because one can 

question whether such measure should be introduced when it does not relate to a business objective. 

The element "Who Measures" was filled 35% of the performance indicators. The rest of the elements 

were filled in for 25% or lower for the performance indicators. There were no specific performance 

indicators which could be attributed to a certain manager. Nevertheless the sales manager only filled 

performance indicators related to sales. Turnover related was the most mentioned performance 

indicator (11 times) followed by lead-times (8 times), customer related (6 times), WIP (5 times). 

After a review of the received surveys and feedback of the managers the conclusion can be drawn that 

managers do require additional information. Due to the fact that managers had a hard time defining 

their set of performance indicators and/or lacked the necessary time it was decided to change the setup 

of the survey. To advance and get more insight what KEMA managers require as information a 

workshop was held. The specific outcomes of this workshop are discussed in the next chapter as they 

are also part of the design description. 

4. 4 Concluding remarks 

KEMA current management situation has some major shortcomings as can be seen in the comparison 

with the conceptual framework. These shortcomings range from a vague objectives structure to 

improperly defined performance indicators. Although most managers initially gave the impression that 

they are satisfied with the current control information, the outcome of the survey shows that there is a 

need for additional information. The next chapter will describe an approach to identify performance 

indicators based on the conceptual framework and the findings from this chapter. 
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The previous chapter clearly reveals that the conceptual framework provides enough room for 

improvement at KEMA This chapter presents an approach which is intended to assist managers at 

KEMA to explore and elucidate its objectives and subsequently identify and define process 

performance indicators. Paragraph 5 .1 discusses the workshops, paragraph 5 .2 discusses the 

performance measurement structure. Preconditions and guidelines are subsequently discussed in 

paragraph 5.3 and 5.4 . The conclusion for this chapter are presented in paragraph 5.5. 

5.1 Workshop 

As the survey did not provide the anticipated results, it was decided to hold a workshop. The objective 

of this workshop was twofold namely; to get more insight in the information demand of KEMA 

managers and validate the usefulness of the conceptual framework in practice. (For the invitation and 

explanation for the attendees of the workshops see appendix XI) . Furthermore the workshop was also 

used to inform and familiarise managers with the dimensions of the conceptual framework, e.g. the 

necessity of having non-financial indicators besides financial indicators. The outcome of this 

workshop should be a list of process performance indicators which is accepted by KEMA managers. 

5.1.1 Workshops description 
This section describes the different sessions of the workshop. Table 6.1 shows a summary of the 

workshop who attended the different session and what where the result of each session. The input and 

output document can be found in the appendix XII. 

Table 5-1 Workshop summary 

Workshop session Attendees: Input document: Output document: Special notes 

Start workshop, first Student intern; 2 team managers, sales Survey first result 1.1 2.1 PPI list after first Listener ICT /Business 
session (result manager and operation manager. session meeting annalist (KEMA Member 
meeting) of the Maconomy 

implementation team) 

Feedback Meeting Student intern, team manager and 2.1 PPI list after first 2.2 PPI list after 
operation manager session meeting feedback meeting 

Pre MTFO meeting Student intern, team manager, manager 2.3 conceptual PPI list 2.4 conceptual PPI list 
Back office internal services, VP for pre-MTFO presented in MTFO 
national operations meeting meeting 

MTFO meeting Student intern, 2 team managers, 2.4 conceptual PPI list 2.5 final PP! list 
manager Back office internal services, presented in MTFO 
VP national operations, Sales manager, meeting 
Marketing manager, Operation 
manager, manager ARBO and Business 
support team. 
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The first session of the workshop was intended to review the indicators supplied by the manager. The 

main goal of this meeting was to form a group of well-defined performance indicators out of the 

supplied performance indicators. This group of performance indicators should be distributed to all 

KEMA managers for review. 

As there are different views on what PI's and KPI's are, a brief explanation was given on the 

difference between PI's and KPI's . In addition it was explained out of which elements a "well

defined" performance indicator should exist. 

To structure the review process it was decided to discuss the indicators needed to monitor and control 

the primary processes Sales, work preparation, order realization and order delivery process. Therefore 

the question was raised "What is the goal of a certain process and which indicator(s) could help 

achieve this goal. The following guidelines were presented to help managers identify performance 

indicators relevant to the process goals: 

• Aggregate indicators which measure more or less the same 
• Omit indicators which cannot be used as steering information. 

Due to time constraints the session only discussed the goals of the sales, work preparation, order 

realization and order delivery process, education and training. The makeshift goals for these processes 

where defined as follows: 

Goal Sales process 

• Providing a continuous and stable flow of orders 
Goal Work Preparation 

• Plan as effectively and efficiently as possible 
• Optimal use of capacity 

Goal Order realization 

• Finish order within agreed timeframe. 
Goal Order delivery 

• Delivery of audit reports and certificate within agreed time frame. 
• Billing within agreed time frame 

Goal Education and training 

• Having the appropriate capacity 

After a discussion it was decided that it had no use to further identify performance indicators for 

education and training as it not clear who is responsible for the process. Currently the responsibility 

lies with HRM manager as well with the Team manager. There should be an internal discussion to 

clear this issue. Furthermore the processes Order realization and order delivery was seen as one 

process because there is too much overlap between these two processes to make a clear distinction. 

Finally three main processes with their consequent goals remained namely: 
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• Attaining a certain market position/goal 
• Sales maintain/brings the workload to a fixed position 

Goal Work in preparation 

• Further Specifying customer demand into plan able work 
• Plan this work as effectively and efficiently as possible 
• Manage/optimize availability of capacity (resources) 

Goal work execution/realization 

• Finish orders within agreed parameters (time/cost etc) 
• The parameters are cluster dependent 

KEMA :'< 

As a follow step the managers asked me to place/link the various supplied indicators to the above 

mentioned processes. A PPI list (2.1 PPI list after first session meeting) was composed based on the 

survey result (survey first result 1.1). In addition some PPi ' s were added were missed in the returned 

surveys. 

Feedback meeting 

The goal of this meeting was to discuss the performance indicators linked to the three processes. In 

principle they (team and operation manager) were content with the provided list. They asked to further 

define the various performance indicators. (See 2.1 PPI list) 

They wanted to add a "Sales" performance indicator on market share in combination with market size. 

Furthermore they wanted to monitor how the strategic alliance with CSA is working out. 

They also asked to further specify the various lead times on work execution/realization process. 

Pre MTFO meeting 

After the feedback meeting the managers who attended the first workshop where frequently consulted 

to come up with a concept PPI list (see 2.3 conceptual PPI list). Apart from a more detailed description 

of the PPI' s the PPI list remained more or less the same. The only real additions to the initial PPI list 

(see 2.1 PPI list) where six sales related PPI's . 

The ManagerNP national operations requested to see the list (PPI list 2.3) before it was presented in 

the MTFO meeting. Apart from some small sales related PPI definition issues he was satisfied. 

MTFO meeting 

Managers were asked in advance to check for themselves if the provided PPI list would enable them to 

better monitor and control their processes. To make sure that everybody agreed on the process goals 

these were discussed briefly at the beginning of the MTFO meeting. Subsequently the managers were 

asked per process whether the right PPI's were identified and/or if they missed an important PPL 
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In this session the final KPI list was presented. The list was reviewed per process and the overall 

reaction was positive. The only changes that were needed to the list were to add a performance 

indicator for repetitive sales. How much future orders and/or in what frequency come forth out of a 

closed contract. The KPI sales margin on orders should be omitted. 

There was much discussion around the PPI's but it came all down that the presented list (see PPI list 

2.4) was a good starting point for measuring performance. As a result of this a final list of PPI 's could 

be composed (see 2.5 PPI list) 

The comparison between the final PPI list (see 2.5 PPI list) and the current management report shows 

that all the indicators in the list are new and cannot be found in the management report. It can be noted 

that some managers still stress the importance of the mainly financial indicators in these management 

reports . Nevertheless all managers who attended the MTFO meeting agreed that by implementing the 

PPI they are better able to control their processes. 

5.1.2 Conclusions drawn from the Workshop 
The workshop clearly shows that when the process objectives are clear, with some iterative steps, it is 

fairly easy to come up to identify performance indicators. The iterative and interactive character of the 

workshop also resulted in the overall acceptance of the final PPI list by the managers. 

The workshops provided "a good exercise" for KEMA managers to think about the relation between 

objectives and performance indicators. Managers were triggered to first think about the objectives of 

the different processes before they were be able to identify which information is needed to control 

these processes .. Although these process objectives remain abstract and open for different 

interpretation, by explicitly stating the process objectives, managers were better able to identify which 

information they needed to control the processes. 

The managers also agreed that the ten element mentioned by Neely are useful for the definition of 

performance indicators. However the workshop shop showed that defining performance indicators 

according these principles is not as easy as it may seem. Especially formulating a clear and precise 

description of how the value of the performance indicator is calculated is not easy. 

This can be explained by the following example. Hit rate is viewed as a performance indicator by all 

of the managers. It is seems fairly simple to come up with a definition or formula for hit rate. Hit rate 

can be defined as the percentage of quotations, which becomes an order. However if it is not exactly 

defined when a quotation becomes an order and when a quotation expires, this formula may result in 

different values . Therefore it is important that all parameters of a formula are clearly defined. This 

may have consequences for the process. In the case of the above given example it has to be decided 

when a quotation expires. A disputable line has to be drawn, for example 60 days. Only quotations that 
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become an order within 60 days are taken into account for the calculation of the hit-rate. The 

consequence for the sales process is that outstanding quotations are only valid for 60 days. 

Overall the workshop backed up the theory that a clearly stated business objectives will lead to a 

useful performance indicator. The workshops were a fairly easy way to come up with a set of process 

performance indicators. This set of performance indicators allows KEMA to get more insight in the 

performance of its processes. Nevertheless the definition of performance indicators remains a precise 

task and requires a good knowledge of the business process and its automation. 

5.2 Perfonnance measurement structure 

The previous paragraph describes that with some iterative steps KEMA should be able to identify and 

define its process performance indicators. This practical way of identifying process performance 

indicators corresponds with the recommendations made in the conceptual framework. It has to be 

emphasised that the conceptual framework provides KEMA with a sound basis for the identification 

and definition of performance indicators. 

Although the conceptual framework provides insight on the measurement structure, it is useful to 

further elaborate how the mean-ends network can be mapped onto the organisation. Therefore this 

paragraph presents a measurement structure design geared to the KEMA situation. This design is 

intended to further clarify the relations between the different objectives, performance measures and the 

consequent improvement actions. 

5.2.1 Performance measurement structure design 

One of the dimensions of the conceptual framework describes the necessity of process improvement 

orientation to supplement performance measurement approaches . Trienekens et al(2005) presented a 

business model which can be well used in the KEMA situation as it supports the objective-oriented 

improvement focus. This model is intended to clarify how KEMA should structure the relations 

between objectives, performance measures and improvement actions. 

The adaptation of the model to the KEMA situation is shown in figure 6.1. The business model depicts 

the primary process, with in the horizontal box the PLC (KEMA quality system) and in the vertical 

box how to manage the improvement of processes and sub-processes. 

The PLC is already in place and aims to maintain the set standards for the operational control. 

It should be emphasised that figure 6-1 is a simplified view on the means-end network. It suggests that 

means-ends relations are hierarchical. In reality means-ends relationships are more network based then 

hierarchy based as mentioned by Keeney. However as this internship focuses on the process 

performance indicators the depicted objective hierarchy in figure. I is correct. However in reality as 
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already suggested by Keeney objectives structures are more network based then a clear top-down 

hierarchy of objectives. 

The workshop showed that is possible to identify process performance indicators from the process 

level. However, these performance indicators have to be linked with the higher level objectives. Apart 

from the fact that higher level objectives should be linked with the lower level objectives, the manner 

how you identify these objectives is in essence not fixed. So objectives can be identified bottom-up 

top-down middle-out. Figure 5 .1 depicts the interaction between objectives with a two-sided arrow 

between the different level objectives. 

BOD 
KEMAQuality 

Teams/ 
Business line 

Clusters 

Work preparation 

PLC 

Business strateqy 

---------------- + 
• • • Business Objectives 

Team ~~ctives -..+- - lmr:;:;;:ent 

----1--
Cluster Objectives__...---- Improvement 

PPl"s actions 

Work execution Process objectives-..+-- lm~r:::ent 

Act 

Check Do 

Figure 5-1 Adaptation of the Thales business model (Trienekens,Kusters) to the KEMA situation 
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To attain these objectives improvement actions should be initiated. This also depicted in figure 6.1 

with plan-do-check-act cycle. For the sake of clarity this cycle is only drawn once in the figure on the 

lower level of the model. 

In addition figure 6-1 does not take the sales department in to account. Although figure 6-l does not 

show how KEMA should map its objectives onto the organisation. It clearly depicts how objectives 

should be attained with a continues improvement effort. The figure also depicts the incorporation of 

the PLC system in the continues improvement cycle. 

How KEMA's means-ends network is mapped onto the organisation depends on the organisational 

choices made by KEMA. For example what is the exact relation between sales and the different teams. 

What are the responsibilities of sales department and of the different teams. The same is applicable to 

the subsidiaries abroad. 

This research did not focus on how the means-ends network should be mapped onto the KEMA 

organisation. To get a clear picture how this should be done, KEMA must explicitly state the 

relationships and responsibilities of the teams with the sales department or international branches. 

5.3 Preconditions 

Many companies fail to successfully implement performance measurement system (PMS). According 

to Schneiderman(1999) a vast majority of the performance measurement systems like Balanced 

Scorecard (BSC) fail over time to meet the expectations of their creators. 

A study performed by Bourne (2000) perceived benefit and top management commitment as 

compelling factors for a successful implementation. Key blocking factors according to his study are 

effort required, IT support, the fear of consequences of measurement as well as overriding parent 

company initiatives 

Krause(2003) identified several additionally issues : 

• Successful PMS implementations require certain stability in the business environment. 

Discontinuity in the business environment leads to a moving target. The demand to change 

people, processes and systems does not allow the implementation of sophisticated formal 

PMS. Increased flexibility of PMS and as a consequence further improvement of techniques 

and tools are therefore required. 

• In highly dynamic environments top management might be in a situation where it cannot or 

even may not want to give precise information on strategic options. In such cases strategy 

mapping and any other techniques cannot deliver satisfactory results. 
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• Even with the proposed tools and techniques the implementation of a sound performance 

indicator based management system, which goes beyond an assembly of existing metrics, still 

takes a considerable amount of time. 

• The required time and effort of the users during planning and implementation is often 

underestimated. Their input and active participation is crucial for a successful implementation. 

• As most organizations have gone through several restructuring programs it is rather difficult to 

motivate their members to actively support the effort to design a PMS. The reason is that 

many employees experienced dysfunctional metrics and unfair use of performance indicators 

with negative effects on their own or their colleague' s personal situation and trust has been 

destroyed. Clearly demonstrating and delivering individual benefits can only overcome this 

situation. 

• The inherent stability of an organization is very often underestimated. New management 

systems very often can only be introduced if existing power-structures are broken down. This 

does only work if the mindset of people is changed, which can only be done if individual 

benefits are communicated. 

• Concerning metrics definition the following aspects are to be taken into account: 

o Especially in an environment with highly skilled personnel there is a tendency to deny 

the possibility to define reasonable measures for these processes. This problem has 

been particularly encountered in strategy planning, R&D and accounting departments. 

o The meaning of the performance indicators defined is sometimes not very well 

understood because the members of the organization do not take enough time to 

discuss the system. There has to be significant effort in coaching within the go-life 

phase to make the PMS a success. 

o Some measures turn out to be counterproductive. Therefore the maintenance of the 

system by a permanent review process is crucial. 

o The data gathering can be very frustrating because it is time consuming, and 

sometimes it even turns out impossible to obtain reliable data or legal constraints do 

not permit the evaluation, e.g. for personalized data. 

• Concerning the use of metrics and PMS the following relevant aspects were identified: 

o There is a tendency to manage result values of metrics. After a while people 

understand how to play the game and metrics lose their value. 

o A PMS is a very powerful tool that can turn into a real threat to an organization if it is 

not used as a learning tool but as a tool to issue sanctions based on numbers only. In 

this case trust is quickly destroyed and can be difficult to rebuild. 

Most of the issues mentioned are also applicable for the KEMA situation. It can be noted that the issue 

of IT support should be more easily overcome due to the fact that a new IT system is designed and 

implemented. In other words it is still possible to add or change functionalities to the IT system. 
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Top management commitment, the fact that the PMS should be used as a learning tool and, 

performance indicators should be permanently reviewed and altered if necessary are in the case of 

KEMA vital for success. KEMA should focus on improvement of performance instead of solely 

focusing on the numbers itself. 

5.4 Guidelines 

It should be clear that this research does not propose a very complex PMS. This research presents the 

steps to identify performance indicators which enable the organisation to measure its performance on 

different organisational levels. Nevertheless top-management commitment is essential for the success 

of the implementation of these performance indicators. The necessity of an active participation of the 

KEMA board in the discussion on what the fundamental KEMA objectives are should be obvious. In 

addition the influence of the BOD(Board of Directors) in solving issues like freeing up the necessary 

time, resources etc. is essential. 

In addition KEMA is currently a company that is mainly controlled with the use of financial 

information. Managers are being judged and judge upon this information. As a result of this there is a 

strong focus on getting the "numbers" right instead of a focus on goal-oriented process improvement. 

The latter coincides with the notion that as stated in the previous section a PMS is a very powerful tool 

when it used as a learning tool. 

5. 5 Conclusion 
This chapter presented an approach how KEMA can identify performance indicators. This approach 

combines the approaches VFf and GQM. The VFT approach is used for exploration and elucidation 

of objectives. The GQM approach is used to identify performance indicators. Finally the ten elements 

identified by Neely added is used to properly define the performance indicators. 

The workshop clearly showed that clearly stated objectives make it easier to identify performance 

indicators. The definition of these indicators remains a precise job and requires a good knowledge 

about the business process and its automation. 
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CHAPTER6: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The chapter presents the conclusions and recommendations of this research. The next paragraph will 

discuss the conclusions of this research and present the answers to the 4 research questions. Paragraph 

6.2 present some final recommendations for the KEMA organisation. 

6.1 Conclusions 

"Process performance indicators, a top-down bottom-up approach" describes the results of research 

performed at KEMA Quality b. v. (KEMA). The goal of the research was to develop an approach for 

performance management that fits the KEMA organisation. 

This research is part of a project to redesign and renew KEMA's IT -environment. The project 

encompasses an introduction of a new software package "Maconomy". One of the requirements of 

this software package is the ability to generate most of the required management information. The 

necessity for this research lays in the notion of managers at KEMA that the current management 

information was inadequate. 

Performance management is a much discussed subject in scientific literature. A substantial part in 

literature on performance management discusses an approach introduced by Kaplan and Norton(l 992) 

called the Balanced Scorecard (BSC). The literature review concludes that the BSC approach has no 

clear guidelines for identification of organisational objectives and for identification and defining 

performance indicators. Therefore, it cannot be seen as an "off-the-shelf' solution for KEMA. 

A conceptual framework was composed out of findings made in literature on performance 

management. This conceptual framework consists out of 6 dimensions within three main focus areas, 

namely: 

• Objectives 

o (Strategic) objectives should clarified and clearly stated. 

• Measurement structure 

o Mapping the means-ends objective network; By mapping the means-ends objectives 

network, the relationship between strategic objectives and their underlying objectives 

should elucidate the organisational strategy. This network forms the basis for the 

identification of performance indicators . 

o Continuous improvement; control loops are required to be able to, on the one side 

evaluate objective attainment and on the other side evaluate the goals itself. 

• Performance indicator 
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o Systematic approach for defining indicators; A suitable method for this is called the 

Goal Question Metrics and ensures that by using questions performance indicators can 

be identified which are relevant to the abstract goals. 

o Non-financial information; An advantage of non-financial indicators is that they 

enable timelier and more direct control of processes. 

o Proper definition of indicators, as poorly defined performance indicators lead to 

inappropriate behaviour. 

The comparison between the conceptual framework and the current management control situation at 

KEMA exposed a number of shortcomings. One of the major shortcomings is that KEMA has no 

explicit strategic objectives hierarchy. Furthermore KEMA has not documented any priorities for their 

strategic objectives which makes it hard to effectively attain the set objectives. Finally the held 

surveys amongst the manager of KEMA provided additional support for the fact that the current 

control situation is insufficient. 

The four workshops that were held at KEMA validate the usefulness of the conceptual design. Firstly , 

the workshops showed that with some iterative steps, considering the constraint that the process 

objective is clear, it is fairly to easy identify measurable performance indicators. Secondly explicitly 

stating process objectives helped managers to improves his ability to identify which information is 

needed to monitor and control his processes. 

The outcome of the workshops clearly shows that it is fairly easy to identify and define a set of 

process performance indicators by using a bottom-up approach. Although little attention is paid on 

decomposing KEMA's strategy and mapping the means-end network onto the organisation, the 

guidelines given in this paper should enable the KEMA managers to perform this task The latter can 

be seen as a top-down approach. This approach makes the essential link between high level objectives 

and lower level process objectives. If this link isn't made then it is very well possible that the 

performance of the individual primary processes is high but it has little or even no effect on the overall 

performance of the organisation. Not to mention the possibility of misalignment with organisational 

strategy. Therefore this research recommends the idea of developing a performance management 

system with a top-down bottom-up approach. 

Finally the research questions can be answered: 

Research question 1: 

How can KEMA explore and elucidateldari.fY organisational aims and objectives? 

The "Value focused thinking" framework is suitable method for KEMA to explore and clarify its 

objectives. By asking four basic questions KEMA management should be able to structure their 
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objectives making a difference between fundamental objectives and means objectives. Subsequently 

KEMA should be able to map the means-ends objective network onto their organisation. 

Research question 2: 

How can KEMA assess and measure the goal attainment as well as the performance of the 

activities which are needed to execute its strategy? 

Performance measures can be identified on the basis of the means-end objective network 

Research question 3: 

How should these performance measures he made operational? 

By using Goal Question Metrics approach. GQM ensures that by using questions performance 

indicators can be identified which are relevant to the abstract goals. Furthermore the performance 

indicator should be defined according to the ten definition elements of Neely. This provides a clear 

description of a performance indicator. 

Research question 4: 

How should these performance measures he maintained and kept up-to-date? 

There should be a continuous process were discrepancies between actual outcomes and targets should 

results in a improvement actions. To plan and control these continuous improvements the plan-do

check-act cycles should be implemented. Furthermore it is recommended that the used performance 

indicator should be continuously be evaluated and adjusted if necessary. 
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6.2 Recommendations 

6.2.1 Conceptual frame work 

KEMA~ 

The used conceptual framework could be further developed into more explicit tool. This tool should 

contain a more explicit step by step approach for the development of a performance management. 

system. Future research could be done on the following subjects : 

• Whether top-down identified objectives can be easily linked with bottom-up defined 

objectives. 

• A further integration of the GQM approach into the VFT approach. 

6.2.2 l(li:l\ti\ 

It is recommended that KEMA start to explicitly state its strategic objectives and subsequently 

decomposes this strategy. This decomposition of strategy is best performed by mapping the means-end 

objective network onto the organisation. To successfully complete this task top-management 

commitment is essential. 

KEMA should continuously monitor whether the performance indicator is still effective. 

KEMA has to take into account the preconditions for implementing a performance management 

system ,e.g.: 

• Successful PMS implementations require certain stability in the business environment. 

Discontinuity in the business environment leads to a moving target. The demand to change 

people, processes and systems does not allow the implementation of sophisticated formal 

PMS. Increased flexibility of PMS and as a consequence further improvement of techniques 

and tools are therefore required. 

• Even with the proposed tools and techniques the implementation of a sound performance 

indicator based management system, which goes beyond an assembly of existing metrics, still 

takes a considerable amount of time. 

• The required time and effort of the users during planning and implementation is often 

underestimated. Their input and active participation is crucial for a successful implementation 

The organised workshops helped to familiarise managers with the dimensions of the conceptual 

framework in a short period of time. Furthermore the workshops resulted in full commitment of the 

attending managers. The same setup with these a workshop is possible in different KEMA branches or 

different organisational levels. 

During the workshops it became apparent that the responsibilities of the different departments are 

unclear. This issue should be solved before implementing performance indicator. 
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APPENDIX I. OBJECTIVE IDERARCHY 
Short description: source Article Keeney(l996) 

British Columbia Hydro and Power Authority (BC Hydro) is a large hydroelectric-based, publicly
owned electric utility supplying power to over ninety percent of the British Columbia population. 

Table I 

Petersoo ' s strategic objectives hierarchy for BC Hydro 

1. Max.imize contribution to economic deve1opmenL 
1.1 . Minimize cost of electricity use. 
1.2. Maximize funds transf ened to government 
1.3. Minimize economic implications of resource losses. 

2 Act consfacently with the public's environmental values. 
2. I. About local environmental impacts. 

2. J. I. To flora. 
2.J.2. To fauna. 
2.1.3. To wildHfe ecosystems. 
2. 1.4. To limit rec:reationaJ use. 
2.1.5. To aesthetics. 

2.2. About global impacts. 

3. Minimize detrimental health and safety impacts. 
3. L To the public. 

3.1.1. Mortality. 
3. l .2. Morbidity. 

3.2. To employees. 
3.2.1. Mortality. 
3.2.2. Morbidity. 

4. Promote equitable busines.<; arrangements. 
4. 1. F.quitable pricing to different customers. 
4.2. f.quitable compensation for conc.eturatcd local impacts .. 

5. Muimize quality of service. 
5.1 . To small customers. 

5.1.l. Minimize outages. 
5. I .2. Minimize duratioo of outages. 

5.2. To large customers. 
5.2.1. Minimize outages. 
5.2.2. Minimize duration of out.ages. 

5.3. Improve new seJVice. 
5.4. Improve response to te.Jephone. inquiries. 

6. Be recognized as public-service oriented. 
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APPENDIX II. MEANS-ENDS OBJECTIVES NETWORK 
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Fig. 1. A mt."lllL«- ends objectives Detwork for British Columbia Hydro (stralegic objectivC5 an: listed in the boldface box). 

Source Keeney(l996) 
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APPENDIX ID. MAJOR INADEQUACIES OF TRADITIONAL 
METRICS 

The major inadequacies of traditional metrics mentioned in the literature are as follows: 

• Traditional accounting measures of performance are inadequate for strategic decisions (e.g. 
Kaplan and Norton, 1992) 

• They are too historical and backward looking (e.g. Ittner and Larcker, 1998) 

• They provide little information on root causes (e.g. Ittner and Larcker, 1998) 

• They do not link the nonfinancial metrics to financial numbers (e.g. Kaplan and Norton, 
1992) 

• They report functional not cross functional processes (e.g. Ittner and Larcker, 1998) 
• They do not consider intangible assets (e.g. Bukowitz and Petrash, 1997; Ittner and Larcker, 

1998) 

• They do not measure the value created (e.g. Lehn Makhija, 1996) 

• There are too many measures; new measures are needed that have broader content being 
able to describe more with (e.g. Kaplan and Norton, 1992; Frigo and Krumwiede, 2000) 
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APPENDIX IV. RECOMMENDATION FOR PERFORMANCE 
MEASURES FOUND IN LITERATURE 

Source: Neely et all(1997) 
1. Performance measures should be derived from strategy 
2. Performance measures should be simple to understand 
3. Performance measures should provide timely and accurate feedback 
4. Performance measures should be based on quantities that can be influenced, or controlled, by the user alone or in 

co-operation with others 
5. Performance measures should reflect the "business process" i.e. both the supplier and customer should be involved 

in the definition of the measure 
6. Performance measures should relate to specific goals (targets) 
7. Performance measures should be relevant 
8. Performance measures should be part of a closed management loop 
9. Performance measures should be clearly defined 
10. Performance measures should have visual impact 
11 . Performance measures should focus on improvement 
12. Performance measures should be consistent (in that they maintain their significance as time goes by) 
13. Performance measures should provide fast feedback 
14. Performance measures should have an explicit purpose 
15. Performance measures should be based on an explicitly defined formula and source of data 
16. Performance measures should employ ratios rather than absolute numbers 
17. Performance measures should use data which are automatically collected as part of a process whenever possible 
18. Performance measures should be reported in a simple consistent format 
19. Performance measures should be based on trends rather than snapshots 
20. Performance measures should provide information 
21 . Performance measures should be precise - be exact about what is being measured 
22. Performance measures should be objective - not based on opinion 
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APPENDIX V. MISSION AND VISION 

Mission Statement 

KEMA~ 

• We offer our customers added value through risk management and performance improvement 

in specified value chains. 

• With the integrity of an impartial service provider we offer locally oriented, global services 

(the global approach), ranging from consultancy to testing, and from auditing to certification. 

• We offer our employees a pleasant and challenging working environment with the opportunity 

to make a clear individual contribution. 

• We off er our stockholders an agreed profit and stockholder value. 

• We act in a socially responsible way in accordance with our Code of Conduct. 

Vision 

We are dedicated to a better performance in a safer world 
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APPENDIX VI. STRATEGY DECOMPOSITION POWER 
TOOLS 

Strategy power tools (source Overall Business plan KEMA Quality) 

Concentrate the European Tools Activities in Dresden 

Start-up tools facility in shanghai 

Develop excellent account management on AA and A customers (joint Arnhem/Germany 

activity). 

Strategy Power tools (source Business plan Industrial Business line) 

Arnhem: 

remain NCB, find out consequences if Arnhem has no CBTL anymore 

remain active in tools for the Noise Outdoor Directive (2000/14/EC, pending accreditation) 

and gardening tools (not in CBTL scope of Dresden) 

keep minimum test facilities to perform above tests and maintain CBTL status 

concentrate on certification work 

reduce staff towards 1 FfE project manager in 2007 (1 engineer active and 1 back up) 

develop excellent account management on AA and A customers (joint Arnhem I Germany 

activity) 

Germany: 

China: 

educate future PE 

grow with 2 FfE project managers in 2005 

train staff on scope CB, KEMA KEUR and CSA 

create review (2004) and CM (2007) capabilities and capacity 

acquire permission from CSA to do CSA test work in Germany 

acquire CBTL status lab for scope handheld and transportable tools in 2004-2005 

Start up performance testing. 

increase brand awareness KEMA in Asia 

Create KEMA owned local test capabilities in Shanghai in 2004-2005 

acquire CBTL status lab for 335 household and full scope power tools in 2005 

grow with?? project managers I engineers (5 in 2005, ?? in 2006) 

train staff on scope CB, KEMA KEUR and CSA 
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create review (2005) and CM (2007) capabilities and capacity 

acquire permission from CSA to do CSA test work in Shanghai 

perform market study on tools Asia in 2004-2005 

implement sales approach (retail pushed from sales Arnhem, manufactures handled by local 

sales) 

acquire permission from CSA to perform category certification for NA 

Start up performance testing. 

Blocking issues Power Tools (source Business plan Industrial Business line) 

Lack of investment money: 

Without an own reasonably equipped CBTL lab in China, we are not able to manage a growth as 
targeted at the necessary quality level. We assume that there are no CBTL tools labs for sale, so we 
have build it ourselves or upgrade an existing non-CBTL lab. 

CSA approval on testing work: 

Without the approval from CSA to do testing work in Dresden and Shanghai, we won 't be able to 
serve the large and globally acting manufacturers with the full scope of power tools certification 
marks. This severely threatens our market position in Europe and will limit or block the growth of 
power tools in Shanghai. 

Actions/goals for Power tools (source Business plan Industrial Business line) 
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APPENDIX VII. INTERNAL MEMO WITH SURVEY REQUEST 

Memo to 

from 

Subject 

Colleagues, 

Goal project 

Philip Altena 
Piet Coevert 
Erik Duim 
Maarten van der Dussen 
Gert Grooters 
Mark Hikspoors 
Bram Holtus 
Theo Joling 
Jan van Lochem 
Stephan Obdeijn 
Sjaak Peters 
JanWillem Peet 
Harrie Slangewal 

Jaap Prummel 

Define Management Information 

Marketing 
IOP Europe 
General Management 
IOP Far E, Pacific, North Am 
DMC 
IND 
Sales 
Finance, ICT, Facillities, CAL 
H&S 
Arbo, BST 
Operations Netherlands 
HRM 
SYS 

To define which Management Information we need in order to steer and follow our business. 

Description 

The present management information does not deliver all information about our services. By 

introducing the service catalogue we need more insight in the performance of our services. 

The second reason to start this action is the coming ICT renewal and workflow management. 

Part of the specifications is the need to define the Performance Indicators. 

Since the ICT project needs the description of performance indicators per 2 July 2004, we 

have a tight planning on this project. 

What do we expect from Management 

We expect from you: 

1. to give an overview of the indicators you use now for steering your team, market, sales, 

services, processes or business (if you have 2 teams than 2 sheets please). 

2. to give an overview of the indicators you want to use in the near future. 

See attachment for further explanation and excel sheet. 

The benefits for you: 

• have influence on defining KPl's 
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• better steering information for your business, team etc 

• will help you in making Business Plans 

• fits in the KEMA Quality Strategy. 

Deliverables 

The deliverables from this project are: 

• KPl's for 'Nhole KEMA Quality netvvork 

• Integral part of service catalogue and ICT system 

• Priority in implementing in ICT system. 

For2005 

• KPl's available direct after implementation of new ICT system. 

Project group 

Lammert de Goede 

Management 

Jaap Prummel 

Paul Smulders 

Action plan 

Project Start 
Project OK? 
Documents ready 
Inventory KPl 's 

End Date 

13 May 
17 May 
19 May 
4 June 

Real 
date 
OK 
OK 
OK 

ICT I Business analist 

Define KPl's. 

Project Manager, service catalogue 

Student on subject KPI, questions 

Who Remark 

JPr Philip, Bram, Theo 
JPr OK by Erik Duim 
JPr Memo + excel sheet 
All Now and future KP l's 

Review 11 June PG Review against strategy and ICT 
Feedback to all 18 June PG Feedback results of review 
Define final KPl's ? June All Results inventory match with 

Strategy? Make priorities in 
KP l's 

Translation into ICT 2 July LdeG 
requirements 
Close project 9 July All All actions done? 

IX 
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Attachment 

(Key) performance indicators 

Performance indicators are quantitative data which give an indication of the performance of a certain 
process. The measured performance should be set against norms or targets. Deviating from these 
norms or targets should result in ' appropriate' actions. 

Key Performance Indicators, also known as KPI or Key Success Indicators (KSI), help an organization 
define and measure progress toward organizational goals. 
Once an organization has analysed its mission, identified all its stakeholders, and defined its goals, it 
needs a way to measure progress toward those goals. Key Performance Indicators are those 
measurements. 
So a performance indicator is not consequently a key performance indicator. 

Explanation of the elements of the performance measure record sheet. 

To be better able to fill out the performance measure record sheet it is recommended that you read the 
explanation of the 10 elements mentioned in the excel sheet. In addition a concrete example is given. 
We are aware that it not always possible to fill out all the fields in the record sheet. But the more 
specific the more valuable the outcome will be. 

Element 1 - measure 
The title of the measure should be clear. A good title is one that explains what the measure is and why 
it is important. It should be self-explanatory and not include functionally specific jargon. 

Element 2 - purpose 
If a measure has no purpose then one can question whether it should be introduced. Hence the 
rationale underlying the measure has to be specified. 
Typical purposes include to: 
• Enable us to monitor the rate of improvement, thereby driving down the total cost; 

Element 3 - relates to 

As with purpose, if the measure being considered does not relate to any of the business objectives then 
one can question whether the measure should be introduced. Hence the business objectives to which 
the measure relates should be identified. 

Element 4 - target 
The objectives of any business are a function of the requirements of its owners and customers. The 
levels of performance the business needs to achieve to satisfy these objectives are dependent on how 
good its competitors are. Without knowledge of how good the competition is, and an explicit target, 
which specifies the level of performance to be achieved and a time scale for achieving it, it is 
impossible to assess whether performance is improving rapidly enough and hence whether the 
business is likely to be able to compete in the medium to long term. An appropriate target for each 
measure should therefore be recorded. 
Typical targets include: 
• 20 per cent improvement year on year; 
• 15 per cent reduction during the next 12 months; 
•Achieve 98 per cent delivery performance (on time, in full) by the end of next year. 

Element 5 - formula 

x 
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This is one of the most challenging elements to specify because the formula - the way performance is 
measured - affects how people behave. A clear definition of the formula variables is necessary. For 
example when you want to measure the actual lead-time of a product certification. The start and 
ending point of this process should be explicitly defined. One of the golden rules of performance 
measurement is that there is no point measuring someone on something over which they have no 
control. Keeping this in mind the start point for instance is the moment that the product sample is 
received. The ending date is the moment that the client receives his certificate. 

To summarize this field should contain the formula and clear definitions of the formula variables. 

Element 6 - frequency 
The frequency with which performance should be recorded and reported is a function of the 
importance of the measure and the volume of data available. 

Element 7 - who measures 
The person/system who is to collect and report the data should be identified. 

Element 8 - source of data 
The source of the raw data should be specified. The importance of this question lies in the fact that a 
consistent source of data is vital if performance is to be compared over time. 

Element 9 - who acts on the data 
The person who is to act on the data should be identified. 

Element 10 - what do they do? (not necessary to fill out) 
This is probably the most important element contained on the performance measure record sheet, not 
because it contains the most important information, but because it makes explicit the fact that unless 
the management loop (plan do check act) is closed, there is no point in having the measure. It is not 
always possible to detail the action that will be taken if performance proves to be either acceptable or 
unacceptable, as this is often context specific. It is, however, always possible to define in general the 
management process that will be followed should performance appear to be either acceptable or 
unacceptable. 

Table below is an example of a performance indicator. 

[Title Reliability of the issued delivery dates 

Purpose To enable us to track actual delivery dates versus quoted delivery dates 

Relates to business objective 'Act as agreed" 

Target 95% 

Fonnula 
Number of orders where the issued delivery date is later than the closing date 

of the 'werkorder', divided by the number of orders times a 100% 

Frequency Monthly 

Who measures? System 

Source of data 'werkorder" administration(system) 

Who acts on data Team Manager 

What action? e.g. investigate if the gap with set target is structural or incidental 

Notes & Comments 

XI 
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APPENDIX VIII.SURVEY FORM 
Name Function Date 

Team 
KPI Title Relates 
NR Purpose to Target 

oresent 

future 

KEMA :f< 

Who Source of Who acts on What Notes & 
Formula Frequency measures? data data action? Comments 

XII 
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APPENDIX IX. SURVEY RESULTS 
Name: Piet Coevert Function : VP IOP Europe Date 040601 

Team : European Subsldtatry 
KPI NR Tiit• PurDoH RelltH to Taraet Formula 

present 
HR 1 available working days for planned capacity Capaci ty 70% plan I 

product certification full? available 

HR 2 subcontracting ratio own I Capa city ? plan I 
subcontracting available 
health? 

HR 3 sickness as la.ti as possible Sickness 3 % 
HR 4 holidays W~hln schedule % 
HR 5 extemal training just to know number 
HR 6- 10 same for system certification 

SLS 1 outstanding quotations begin, effectiveness of Budget ? value and 
end month product sales organization numbers 

SLS 2 new quotations same 10 value and 
numbers 

SLS 3 signed orders per ser.ice same 3 value and 
numbers 

SLS 4 cancelled orders same n.a. value and 
numbers 

SLS 5 hitrate quotations same 25% value and 
numbers 

SLS 6- same for system certification same value and 
10 numbers 

FIN 1 tum over product financial budget ? value 
performance 

FIN 2 tumover system same budget ? value 
FIN 3 contracts KK, GS, SYS same budget number+ 

value 

FIN 4 other standard nnanciat KPl's budget number+ 
like cash fiow , costs , margin value 
etc 

FIN 5 accounts receivable financi al behaviour budget number+ 
customers value 

PROC 1 realised productivity effectiveness of budget > 70% % 
employees product I systems internal processes 

Ml!!:! 

PROC 2 delivery reliable services per do what you say ? ? % 
stage project Incl Invoicing 

KEMA :I< 

Fr1<1uencv Who 11 r11DOn1lble? Source of data Who act• on data What action? NotH & Comment& 

month general manager 

month general manager 

month general manager 
month general manager 
month general manager 
month same for rest 
month general man ager 

month same for rest 

month 

month 

month 

month 

month 

month 
month 

monttl 

month 

month 

month 
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Name: Gert Grooters 

Tltl• 
KPI NR 

Producti<iteit 
omzet 
marge 
contracten vertoop 

overtge flnandele detail 
cij fers 

klachten 

misbruik keurm er1< 

sales real lsatie op cluster 
niveau 
csa jobslomzetlwer1<gebied 
customer satisfaction 

customer needs 

Name: Bram Holtus 

Title 
KPINR 

Number of Quotations 

Amount of the Quotations in 
Euro 

"hit rate" 

No. Of <i sits 

Mar1<et share 

Concurrentie ontwikkeling 

Klantte'1"edenheld 

Date: 
Function: 10/09/2004 
Team: 

PurDoH Relates to Tara et 

Function : Manager Date:04/09/1 O 

Team : Sales 

Purpote Relateo to Target 
Return on sales 
investment 

Return on sales 
investment 
Return on sales 
investment 
Return on sales 
investment 

KEMA J{ 
NotH& 

Formula Freauencv Who meaeures? Source of data Who acts on data What action? Comments 

Aangeieverd en 
geregistreerd 
door Rita 
Geritsen 
Vi a C&I en 
fonancleel 
systeem ter 
beschikking 
gesteld 
Via bedri)fsburo 
vastgesteld 
Via Henk 
Bouwman\Arnold 

Formula Frequency Who measures? Source of data Who acte on data What action? Notes & Comments 

Weeklv lntrac Holtus 

Weekly lntrac Holtus 

Weekly lntrac Holtus 

Weeklv lntrac Holtus 
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Nam e: Marl< Hikspoors 

KPI NR TIUe 

# Leads/segment 

#prospects-> offerte 

€ #o!Terteslsegment 

% offertes-> 
oodrachUseom ent 
volume opdrachtenlproducle 
volum e werkvoorraad in 
m aandenAv eken/segm ent 
omzet projectle lder/segment 
/team/aid . 

wlnst per omzet 

kosten per omzet 

wlp 

wlp/omzet 

gemlddelde factuur grootte In 
€ 

doortooptijden 

pick up tijd van opdracht tot 
ultvoerina 
gem doort oopti jd v/d 
ood racht 
afw ijklng dlt In dagen of 
weken 
uren gereali sseerd versus 
ol an 
doortooptijd elnd opdracht 
/elnde laatste factuur 

dlt betaling factuur In dagen 

omzet marges 

#competencies per persoon 

#(com petente productie 
uren/fte beschlkbaar) I 
oroductie 

doortooptijd opleidlng 

#uren gebru ikt voor opl eidlng 
versu s budgeVplan 

groottenrend werl<voorraad 

trend WIP 

KEMA :'< 
Fun cti on : Team manager 9-9-2004 

Buslnes line industri al 

Purpo11 R1lat11 10 Targ.i Formula Frequency Whomeuur11? Source of data Who acts on data What action? Not11 & Commenta 

om te te zien of er goed gecalculleerd 
is, goed geproduceerd Is, zijn we nog 
concurrend 

is capaciteit toereikend , loopt proces 
goed, genoeg nieuwe opdrachten etc. 

indicatle op openstaande facturen 
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Name: Theo Joling 

T111e 
KPINR 

present 
future 

SLS All sales Information must be seen from 
many dltterent angles 

SLS 1 new clients 

SLS 2 developmenl (new) clients 

SLS 3 customer satisfaction 

SLS 4 number of complaints 

SLS 5 run troughtime quotation till order 

SLS 6 reasons lost quotations 

SLS 7 realisation I budget SLS-employess 

BOD 1 realisation I budget Investments 
BOD2 complaints AA/A dlents 

BOD3 development accreditations 
BOD4 productdevelopment 
BODS market development (new) services 
BOD 6 development strategic protefeullles 
BOD 7 realisation I budget SLS 

HRM 1 vacancies 
HRM 2 development education trajects 

HRM 3 development actions '1ootschouw 

HRM 4 employee satisfaction 
TM 1 work In progress 
TM 2 orderportefeullle 
TM 3 planning/ forecast 
TM 4 account recelvables 
TM 5 operating profit 
TM6 non-billable hours 

Function Manager Internal Services 
Team BIS 

PurDOll 

E 
E 

F 
succes mar1<tontwikkellng 

F succes mar1<tontwlkkel lng I rendement op sales 
lnvestenna 

F 
relati e met klant loyalitelt I een loyale ldant zal 
terugkomen I een klant die ontevreden is zal niet 
terugkomen maar zijn orders bij een plaatsen zonder 
ziJn onvrede kenbaar te maken 

F 
controle oo service level 

F 

lnzicht op doonoopti)d om mogelijk te sturen I actles 
voor belnvloedlno kunnen volaen OD doeltrettendheid 

p 
In zlcht In ontwlkkelingen m ar1<t I elgen 
concurrentieoosltie In markt 

p 
controle oo afsoraken 

p voongang afspraken 
F 

controle op service level 
F controle oo voortaana 
F controle op voortgang 
F controle OD voortaana 
F controle op voortaana 
p 

control e OD afsDraken 
p lnvulilng conform target 
F 

voortaana opleidlnaen 
F 

voortaana opvolaina afspraken 
p volgen trend medewerkerstevredenheld 
p werkkaDitaal '1as taroet 
F ontwikkelina werkvoorraad 
p beheersing bezettinosaraad medewerkers 
p werkkaDitaal '1as taroet 
p real isatie versus target (gekalendenseerd) 
F budoetcontrole 

KEMA J< 
Date 040912 

Who Source of What Notea & 
Relatoato Tara et Formula Fre<iuencv mMIUrff? data Who acta on data action? Comments 

employee, region I 
country, service 
seament, sef'llce 

weekly SLS SLS manager 

month SLS Board, SLS-m anaaer 

month SLS Board SLS-manaaer 
SLS-manager, 

weeklv M&C temamanaaer 

SLS-manager, 
month SLS temamanaaer 

SLS-m anager, 
weeklv SLS tern amanaaer 

SLS-m anager, 
month SLS tern amanaaer 
month Finance Board, teammanager 

Board, SLS-m anager, 
month SLS teammanager 
month BST Board , teammanaaer 
month BST Board , teammanager 
month M&C Board teammanaaer 
month SLS Board , teammanaQer 

SLS-manager, 
month SLS temamanaaer 
month HRM HRM, teammanager 

HRM, 
month BST BST teamm anaaer 

Input 
month HRM teammanaaer HRM teammanaaer 
quarter HRM HRM teamm an a a er 

month Finance TM /OM 
month Finance TM /OM 
month Finance TM /OM 
month Finance TM /OM 
month Finance TM/OM 
month Finance TM/OM 
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Stephan Obdei)n Team Manager 
ARBO 

KPI Tiiie Purpo1e 
NR 

2W!ll1 
1 turnover per month and monitor and steer annual budget 

cumulative 
2 m argln total monitor and steer annual budget 
3 margin projects Insight In successful and non 

successful business 

4 producti'<'lty per optimize complementation of staff 
employee 

5 WIP andAR heatthy cash now 

6 credit Invoice healthy cash now 

7 predlctabll lty forecast monitor and steer annual budget 

a customer satisfaction more turnover per client 

9 customer reg istration more turnover per cllent {serve our 
clients with applicable products and 
ser'<'lcesl 

10 amount of leave healthy employees 
lower costs for reservation 

11 proportion direct vs higher margin 
indirect oersonnel 

12 sid< leave healthy employees 
more available hours - higher turnover I 
better Quality 

13 employee satisfaction lower staff turnover· lower costs 
supportive problem sol>ing employees 
- higher turnover 

14 commercial attitude more orders 

future 

15 wor1<1ng according efndency of work - uniformity 
agreed procedures I predlcatability results 
wor1<1ng methods lower costs 

16 fit for use of employees fiexlble workforce 
vs business able to fullfill market and customer 

needs 

17 Introduction new be able to fulfill market and customer 
ser\1ces needs 

continuity of business 

RelltH to 

profitability 

profitability 
profitability 

profitability 

profitability 

profitability 

profitability 

respect for the 
customer 

respect for the 
customer 

profitability 

employees are our 
major asset 

employees are our 
major asset 

respect for the 
customer 

agreed Is agreed 
profitability 

employees are our 
major asset 

product 
management 

KEMA =I( 
May 25, 2004 

Target Formula Frequency Who Source of data Who act1 What action? NOtH• 
meaeure1? on dill Comment• 

100% tum over In kEUR month C&I WON OS OM 

100% margin In kEUR month C&I WON OS OM 
75% of projects projects with an average quarter C&I WON OS OM 

margin of more than 10% are 
succesfUI 

average 75% % of hours available month C&I WONOS OM 

< 25% turnover maximum percentage month C&I CIS OM 
tum over 

< 2% of total invoicing maxim cm percentage of total quarter C&I CIS OM 
involclna 

dev Of+/· 10% de'<'lation forecast vs month C&I WrMOS OM 
reaHsaUon 

75% maxof5 per cluster- percentage of customers with quarter M&S, BST new tool TM 
handled within agreed an rate of a or higher report BST 
tenns number of complaints and 
maxof1 perteam fastness In handlingnumber 

of claims 
4% Increase of average turnover quarter M&S WOW OS TM 

per client 

5% till number of days Is decrease of number of days quarter HRM P-systeem TM 
yea~y assigned number of leave per team I cluster 
days• 1,4 
5vs 1 proportion direct vs Indirect half year HRM P-systeem TM 

max 4% excluding long % of hours available month HRM P-systeem TM 
term illness and pregnancy 

average of 7,0 score on MTO quarter HRM MTO TM 

compared to form er year number of repeabng orders quarter M&S WON OS TM 
Increase of 10% turnover by same custaner 
realised by same 
customers 

Per cluster max 5 NC F's Number of de'<'lations of quarter BST report BST OM, TM 
are formulated standard work processes 

analysed by m onitor1ng, 
all NCF's are handled Internal and external au diting 
wll'lin agreed terms handling of NCF's 

minmum 75% fits percentage of employees half year HRM report HRM TM 
ma>dmum 20% in fitting to our business 'lfootschouw 
development ob)eclves, market and 
maximum 5% does not fit customer needs 
min 2 per team number of new ser\1ces quarter BST report BST TM 
wlhin 3 years at least 75% Introduced 
of introduced new ser\1ces tum over and profitability new 
do have a turnover of min. services 
250 kEUR with and 
profitabllltv of min t0% 
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Name 

Jan/Gljsbert 

KPI Thi• 
NR 

.. 
present 

W JP 
Debtors total 

Amount of credit notes 
Debtors open > 120 dgn 

Omzet per cluster voortschr1jdend In het jaar 
Omzet per cluster permaand 
Marge op afgesloten projecten per cluster, voortschlijdend 
laaroem lddelde 
Marge op afgesloten projecten per PL, voonschrijdend 
iaaraemlddelde 
Producti"1telt per medewer1<er (Ind relsuren) In absolute uren 
Net proftt per duster voonschr1jdend In het jaar 
Net proftt per duster perm aand 
future 
Wer1<elljke Kostpr1js 
Door1ooptijd otterte 
Door1ooptljd audit rapport 
Door1ooptljd product re"1ew 
Aantal openstaande olfertes per cluster permar1<tsegment per land 
OD iaarbasls 
Aantal venoren olfertes per duster perm ar1<tsegm ent per land op 
iaarbasls voortschr11dend 
Aantal sales ,,; sits per medewer1<er per maand 
Aantal ultgebrachte olfertes per cluster perm ar1<tsegment per land 
oo laarbasis voortschr11dend 
Gemlddelde marge op uitgebrachte offertes per duster per 
mar1<tseanent voortschr11dend laar 
Aantal gewonnen olfertes per cluster per mar1<tsegment per land 
oo laarbasls voortschr11dend 
Leverbetrouwbaarheld gemiddeld per duster 
Leverbetrouwbaarheld gemlddeld per PL 

lunzetbaarll.eid van een medewerker verus (verwachte) klantvraaa11 

Effectiviteit van Renoten tnUnin1ten 
Leverbetrouwbaarheld v.h project 
Gem . lljd tussen gereedmelden opd racht en factuur uit 
Gem . Review tijd CSA , cert.management 
Beschlkbaartield van apparatuur en gemlddelde zoektijd. 

Door1ooptljd bl) ontvangst producten 

Gem . Betallngstermljn 

KEMA J( 
Function Date: MAY 2004 

Team: H&S 
Who Source of Who act1 What Notn& 

PurDOte /Rl1lco wat moet worden afaed•kt RelatH to Taraet Formula Fr1auencv me11ure1? data on data action? Comment• 

Financleel 

Financleel 
Flnancleel 
Flnancleel 
Flnancleel 
Flnancleel 

Flnancleel 

Flnancleel 
Flnancleel 

Wat Is de ln"1oed van fouten OD de kostDrlls Flnancleel Ver1anen 
Process 
Process 
Process 

Sales 

Sales 
Sales 

Sales 

Sales 

Sales 
Process 
Process 

Verkeerd of onvoldo ende gewaklficeerd personeel Process 
Person eel is onvoldoende op de hoogte van 

metohden en werkv.ijze 

Niet op tiid of onvolledia. leveren van het certificaat 
Het le factureren bedraa blijft te lang open staan 

De review is onvolledia of duurt te lan11 
De juiste testapparatuur is niet aanwezig of niet 
R.ekalibreerd 
De klant levert het te testen product niet op tijd of 
onvolledia aan 
Ni et oo tii d bet al en van klanten 
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APPENDIXX. INVITATION FOR THE FIRST WORKSHOP 
Her en, 

Bij deze ontvangenjullie de lijst met (K)PI's die aan de hand vanjullie input is samengesteld. Het is 
de bedoeling datjullie kritisch kijken naar deze lijst enjezelf de vraag stelt of je met deze (K)Pl's 
beter in staat bent om je processen te monitoren en aan te sturen. 

Er moet worden opgemerkt dat: 

De (K)Pls zijn verdeeld per proces in de uiteindelijke vorm moeten ze verdeeld worden per 
BSC kwadrant. De huidige vorm van presentatie is zo gekozen om duidelijk te krijgen welke 
(K)Pls nodig zijn voor sturing/monitoren van het proces. 
Naast deze lijst moeten er ook een aantal financiele (K)Pls worden opgenomen. 

Het doel van de meeting is het vastleggen van de (K)Pi' s die in de Maconomy omgeving gerealiseerd 
moeten worden. 

Tijdens het identificeren en definieren van (K)PI's rondom werkplanning is er discussie geweest over 
hoe om te gaan met het inplannen van werk Momenteel worden over het algemeen de uren 
gealloceerd/verdeeld over het aantal weken tussen start en eind datum van de opdracht. 

Probleem van deze methode: 

Is de vrijblijvendheid van wanneer opdrachten worden uitgevoerd. 

De moeilijkheid bij het afgeven van levertijden omdat er geen rekening wordt gehouden met 
de lead-times van de verschillende activiteiten van de opdracht. 

Het niet duidelijk is, wat er gebeurt met uren die gepland staan voor bijvoorbeeld review, 
certificering als een test sample kapot gaat. 

Daarom lijkt het nuttig, om een discussie te voeren of het niet verstandiger is om, uren op week basis 
vast in te plannen, rekening houdend met duur van de tests. 

Met vriendelijke groet 

Paul Smulders 

P.S. Verdere toelichting over bovenstaande volgt op de presentatie. 

P.S. Mochten er op voorhand vragen zijn, ben bereikbaar per mail of tel :06-28229464 
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Workshop session 

Start workshop, first 
session (result 
meeting) 

Feedback Meeting 

Pre MTFO meeting 

MTFO meeting 

APPENDIX XI. INPUT AND OUTPUT DOCUMENTS FOR 
WORKSHOPS 

Attendees: Input document: Output document: Special notes 

Student intern; 2 team managers, sales Survey first result 1.1 2.1 PP! list after first Listener ICT /Business 
manager and operation manager. session meeting annalist (KEMA Member 

See appendix X of the Maconomy 
implementation team) 

Student intern, team manager and 2.1 PPI list after first 2.2 PPI list after 
operation manager session meeting feedback meeting 

Student intern, team manager, manager 2.3 conceptual PPI list 2.4 conceptual PP! list 
Back office internal services, VP for pre-MTFO presented in MTFO 
national operations meeting meeting 

Student intern, 2 team managers, 2.4 conceptual PPI list 2. 5 final PPI list 
manager Back office internal services, presented in MTFO 
VP national operations, Sales manager, meeting 
Marketing manager, Operation 
manager, manager ARBO and Business 
support team. 
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2.1 PPI list after first session meeting 

KPI 
NR 

Goal sales: 
Attaining a certain marl<et position/goal 
Sales maintains/brings the worl<load to a 

I fixed ooslt on 
me 

Hit rate 

distribution of orders In quantity and In 
euros 
distribution of quotations In quantity and In 
euros 
% orders Is from "new" customer 

Loose order analysis 

Average lead-time sending quotations till 
actual start order 

Custom er satisfaction 

Purpose 

How many quotations 
will actual ly become an 
order 

Analysis of why an 
quotations didn1 
bee om e an order 

When can you expect 
tum over 

Relates to 

KEMA :I( 

Target Formula Frequency Who measures? Source of Who acts What Notes & 
data on data action? Comments 

%quotations-> 
order 

It takes more 
effort to get 
"n ewM 
customers than 
keeping 
existing 
customers . 
Graphlcly 
presented with 
for e.g. number 
of orders on 
price, delivery 
time , etc 
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KPI 
NR 

KPI 
NR 

Goal work In preparation: 
Further specifying custcmer demand Into 
plan able work 
Plan this wor1< as effectively and efflcl entiy 
as possible 
Manage/optimize availabili ty of capacity 
(resources) 
TI tie 

(available ccmpetent production hoursllte) 
/necessary competent capacity 

available effective capacity (worl<force) 

availab le effective capacity (equipment, 
space) 

% allocated capacity 

dlrectAndlrect 
trend wor1<1oad 
Reallsatl011 versus planned 

Goal wor1< Execution/realisation : 

Finish orders within the agreed 
parameters(timelcost etc) 
The parameters are cluster dependent 
Titie 

Avg lead time 

Dellvery(custcmer) rel iabili ty 

# can plaints 
% true complaints 
avg debtors days 

Purpose Relates to Target 

Gives you Insight on the 
long run If the 
competent capaci ty of 
your workforce is 
sufficient 

Purpose Relates to Target 

Are we able to deliver 
with in the oaremeter time 

KEMA:I( 

Fonmula Frequency Who measures? Source of Who acts What Notes & 
data on data action? Comments 

Long tenm 

Short tenm shows the 
long term capaci ty minus 

slci< leave, atv 
etc. 

Short tenm shows the 
long term capaci ty minus 

repair, 
cal ibrati on etc 

Short tenm 
long term 

Formula Frequency Who Source of data Who acts on What action ? Notes & Ccmments 
measures? data 

the I ead1m es of 
separate acton such as 
testing, r<Mewlng etc and 
transfer tlm es (time 
betw een action ) shol>d 
be also available to 
enable further analys 
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2.2 PPI list after feedback meeting 

KPI 
NR 

Goal sales: Attaining a certa in 
market positiailgoal 
Sales maintains/brings the 
workload to a fi xed position 
me 

Time needed to make an offer 

Hit rate 

distribution of orders per 
category versus target 

distribution of orders per order 
size in euros 

distribution of quotatiais per 
order size in euros 

% orders is from "new" 
customer 

Loose order analysis 

Purpose 

monitortng the average 
lead-time for making 
quotations, thereby 
minimizing time that a 
customer has to wait for a 
quotation 
Monitoring how many 
quotations will actually 
bee an e an order, enables 
us to forecast the number 
of orders on basis of the 
outstanding quotations. 

Monitoring distribution of 
orders per category allows 
us if we are line with 
business plans 

Monitoring distribution of 
orders size In euros 
enables us to say 
something of importance of 
customers (ABC-analysis) 

Monitonng distribution of 
quotations size In euros 
enables us to see in 
combination with hit-rate 
what orders can be 
eXPected 
It takes more erron to get 
Mnew· customers than 
keeping exi sting 
customers. 
Analysis of why an 
quotations dldn1 become 
an order 

KEMA :l( 

Relates to Target Fonmula Lowest level of detail 

Response time on (within Time between RFQ and (team/cluster/sub cluster) 
customer request( 2 days) sending quotations dl>Aded person 
USP: Flexibility) by total quotations send 

Sales effectiveness %quotati ons-> order after (team/cluster/sub 
60 days clusterlser>Ace) product 

category 

Sales target distribution of orders product category 
graphically represented on 
x axe team/duster/c luster 
segment/service on y axe 
number of orders in euros 

Sales effectiveness distribution of orders product category 
and customer intimacy graphically represented on 

x axe order size ln euros 
on y axe number of orders 

Sales effectiveness distribution of orders region/team/cluster/sub 
graphically represented on duster/service/product 
x axe order size in euros categoryl)lerson/subsid iary 
on y axe number of orders 

custom er retention total orders minus orders region/team/cluster/sub 
(Customer intimacy) from exi sting customers cluster/service/product 
and Added value (One di>Aded by total orders categoryl)lersonlsubsidiary 
stop shoooino\ 
Custom er retention Graphically presented with reg ion/team/cluster/sub 
(Customer intimacy) for e.g. number of orders clusterlser>Acelproduct 
and Added value on pnce, delivery time , etc categoryl)lersonlsubsidiary 

Frequency Who Source of Who acts What Notes & 
measures? data on data action? Comments 

weekly Maconomy Maconomy Team or analyse 
sales why It takes 
manager so long 

monthly Maconomy Maconomy Team or analyse hit 
sales rate in 
manager combination 

wilh 

monthly Maconomy Maconomy Team or Decrease This is depicted 
sales sales effort In a column 
manager if on target chart. This chart 

and vice makes it also 
versa possible to see 

what is done for 
CSA 

monthly Maconomy Maconomy Team or 
sales 
manager 

monthly Maconomy Maconomy Team or 
sales 
manager 

monthly Maconomy Maconomy Team or 
sales 
manager 

monthly Maconomy Maconomy Team or When a 
sales quotati on Is 
manager rejected , it 

should become 
clear why a 
customer has 
rejected It. Keep 
on asking when 
a customers 
says "other" 
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KPI 
NR 

KPI NR 

me Purpose 

Average lead-time sending When can you expect 
quotations till order tum over 

Average expected margin on Monitor profitability of 
orders orders 

Market share in comb l na~on A benchmark which allows 
wi th market size us to compare ourselves 

with competitors 

Customer satisfaction general Monitoring how well we are 
doing in the eyes of our 
customers 

Customer satisfaction project Monitoring how well we are 
based doing in the eyes of our 

customers 

Goal work rn preparatron 
Further specifying customer demand into plan able 
work 

Plan this work as effectively and efficiently as possible 
Manaae/ootlmize availabilitv of caoacitv <resources) 
Title Purpose 

Available competent FTE Gives you insight on 
versus necessary canpetent the long run If the 
capacity competent capacity of 

your workforce is 
sufficient 

available effective capacity Allows you to monitor 
(equipment, space) if enough equipment Is 

available 

trend workload monltor1ng the trend of 
the workload allows us 
to say something 
about the amount 
work done and/or if 
the sales pro'1dlng 
enough new work 

distribution realisation hours allows you to monitor 
versus planned hours how effective the 

planning was 

Relates to 

Planning? 

(Indication) Return on 
investment 

Global market position , 
recognized as a world 
player 

Business goal respect 
forthe customer 

Business goal respect 
for the customer 

Relates to Target 

Planning Efficient 
utilization of 
capacity 

Planning Efficient 
utillzati on of 
capacity 

Planning Efficient 
utilization of 
capacity 

Planning Efficient 
utilization of 
capacity 

KEMA~ 
Target Formula Lowest level of detail Frequency 

sum (time between region/team/cluster/sub monthly 
sending a quotation and cluster/service/product 
getting a order) divided by categ oryiperson/subsld lary 
total number of orders 

sum of e~ected margins ser'Yice monthly 
di'1ded by amount of 
orders 

region/team/cluster/sub quarterly 
cluster/service/product 
category/person/subsidiary 

Marketing score? team monthly 

Marketing score? region/team/clus1er/sub monthly 
cluster/service/product 
category/person/subsidiary 

Formula Lowest level of Frequency Who 
detail measures? 

(available competent (team/cluster/s Quarterly Maconomy 
production hours/fte ) egm enVser\ice 
/necessary competent ) product 
capacity category 

the capacity minus repair, team/cluster/so Weekly Maconomy 
calibration etc gment/servlce 

Sum total workload team/cluster/so Weekly Maconomy 
graphically represented gmenvservice 

graphical representation with team/cluster/se monthly Maconomy 
on x axes the p ere entage gment/servlce weekly 
reallsed hours minus 
planned hours dl'1ded by 
planned hours times 100% 
and y axe number of orders 

Who Source of Who acts What Notes & 
measures? data on data acti on? Comments 

Maconomy Maconomy 

Maconomy Maconomy Team or analysis If Some pro'1ded 
sales orders services might 
manager which have be non-

negative or profitable but 
low margins are essential for 
are things like one 
necessary stop shopping 
for 
business. 

Marketing? Team or Analyse if 
sales extra sales 
manager effort or 

Marketing Marketing Team or Marketing score 
sales 
manager 

Marketing Marketing Team or Marketing score 
sales 
manager 

Source of Who acts on What action? Notes & 
data data Comments 

Maconomy Team or (e.g.) If available competent 
operation Fte is inadequate, the 
manager capacity should be 

Increased by hlr1ng and or 
trainino new staff 

Maconomy Team or lack of necessary equipment 
operation could lead to Investment in 
manager new equipment 

Maconomy Team or analyse trend; is there 
operation underutillsation(leegloap ) 
manager which should lead to 

Increased sales effort, or a 
workload exceeding 
avai lable capacity which 
should lead to decrease In 
sales effort or Increasing 
capacity. 

Maconomy Team or 
operation 
manager 
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KPI 
NR 

Goal wor1< Execution/realisation 

Finish orders within the agreed 
parameters time/cost etc) 

The parameters are cluster 
deoendent 
Titie 

Delivery( customer) reliability 

#complaints 

average complaint handling lead 
time 

Average lead time 

average debtors days 

Purpose Relates to Target 

Are we able to deliver Del ivery reliability 
on time and according 
to the speclncalons 

Indication of how our Quality of 
service is perceived by delivered service 
the custom er (USP: quality) 

monitoring the average Quality of 
complaint lead-time, delivered service 
thereby m lnlmlzing (USP: quaUty) 
complaint handling time (Response time) 

monitoring the average Process control 
lead-tlm e, thereby 
minimizing time 
necessary for 
administration 

monitoring debtors Cost reduction 
days thereby reducing 
days according to 
ta'llet 

KEMA :I( 

Formula Lowest level of detail Frequency Who Soun:e of Who acts on What action? Notes & Comments 
measures? data data 

distnbution of orders team/cluster/service month Maconomy Maconomy Team or analyse why 
depicted in a chart operation orders are too 
with on the x a>ds manager late or to eany 
time In weeks and on 
they a>ds number of 
orders. This figure 
depicts orders which 
are delivered too 
eany ,too late or on 
time 
count complaint team/cluster/service month Maconomy Maconomy Team or analyse if a 

operation complaint came 
manager fonh out of 

Incidental or 
structural 
situation . 

sum (time between team/cluster/service month Maconomy Maconomy Team or the reason why 
reglstenng a operation the ta'!let on 
complaint and manager complaint 
"closing" a handling time 
complaint) was exceeded 

should be 
analysed 

Sum (time between team/cluster/service week Maconomy Maconomy Team or the lead-times of 
actl~ty stans and operation separate ac~on such as 
finishing actl~ty) manager testing, re~ewing etc and 
di~ded by total transfer times (time 

between action ) should be 
also available to enable 
further analysis 

sum (time between team/cluster/service month Maconomy Maconomy Team or 
sending a bill and operation 
recel~ ng money) manager 
dl~ded by total bills 
send 
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2.3 Conceptual PPI list for pre-MTFO meeting 

KPI 
NR 

Goal sales: Attaining a certain 
market position/goal 
Sales maintains/brings t11e 
workload to a fixed ooslti on 
Title 

Time needed to make an oner 

Hit rate 

di stribution of ordera per 
category veraus target 

distribution of orders per order 
size in euros 

distlibutlon of quotations per 
order size in euros 

% orders Is from "new" 
customer 

Loose order analysis 

Purpose Relates to 

monitoring t11e average Response time on 
lead-time form aking custom er request( 
quotations, t11ereby USP: Flexibil ity) 
minimizing time that a 
customer has to wai t for a 
auotation 
Monitoring how many Sales 
quotations will actually effectiveness 
become an order, 
enables us to forecast the 
number of orders on 
basis of t11 e outstanding 
quotations . 

Monltoling distlibution of Sales target 
orders per category 
allows us if we are line 
wit11 business plans 

Monltoling ctistlibution of Sales 
orders size in euros effectiveness and 
enables us to say customer intimacy 
somet11ing of importance 
of customers (ABC-
analvsisl 
Monitoring distribution of Sales 
quotations size in euros effectiveness 
enables us to see in 
combination wl t11 hit-rate 
what ordera can be 
exoected 
It takes more enort to get Customer 
"new" customers than retention 
keeping exi sting (Customer 
cus tomers. lntlm acy) and 

Added value (One 
stoo shooolnQ) 

Analysis of why an Customer 
quotations didn1 become retention 
an order (Customer 

Intimacy) and 
Added value 

Target 

(withi n 
2 days) 

KEMA =f( 

Formula Lowest level of detail Frequency Who measures? Source of data Who acts What Notes & Comments 
on data action? 

Time between RFQ (team/cluster/sub cluster) weekly Maconomy Maconomy Team or analyse 
and sending person sales why it 
quotations dl;;ded by manager takes so 
total quotations send long 

%quotations-> order (team/cluster/sub mont111y Maconomy Maconomy Team or analyse hi t 
after 60 days cluster/ser<ice) product sales rate, what 

category manager is the 
compostlon 
of th is hit 
rate , 

distribution of ordera product category mont111 y Maconomy Maconomy Team or Decrease This is depicted In a 
graphically sales sales enort column chart. This 
represented on x axe manager if on target chart makes it also 
team/cluster/duster and vice possible to see what is 
segment/service on y veraa done for CSA 
axe number of orders 
in euros 
distribution of orders produc t category mont111y Maconomy Maconomy Team or 
graphically sales 
represented on x axe manager 
order size in euros on 
y axe number of orders 

distribution of ordera region/team/cluster/sub mont111y Maconomy Maconomy Team or 
graphically cluster/service/product sales 
represented on x axe categorylperaonlsubsldlary manager 
order size In euros on 
y axe number of orders 

total orders minus reg ion/team/cluster/sub mont111y Maconomy Maconomy Team or 
orders from existing cluster/service/product sales 
customera dl;;ded by categorylperaonl subsldlary manager 
total orders 

Graphically presented region/team/cluster/sub mont111y Maconomy Maconomy Team or When a quotation is 
wlt11 for e.g. number of cluster/ser<icelproduct sales rejected , It should 
orders on price , categorytperaonlsubsid lary manager become clear why a 
delivery tlm e , etc customer has rejected 

it. Keep on asking 
when a customers says 
"ot11er' 
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KPI me 
NR 

Average lead-time sending 
quotations till order 

Average margin on orders 

Market share In canblnation 
with market size 

#CSA 

€#CSA 

Custaner satisfaction general 

Customer satisfaction project 
based 

Purpose Relates to 

When can you expect Planning? 
tum over 

Monitor profitability of (Indication) Return 
orders on Investment 

A benchmark which Global market 
allows us to can pare position, 
ourselves with recognized as a 
competitors wor1d player 

Strategic alliance 
wi th CSA 

Strategic alliance 
wi th CSA 

Monitoring how well we Business goal 
are doing in the eyes of respect for the 
our custaners customer 

Monitoring how well we Business goal 
are doing In the eyes of respect for the 
our custan ers customer 

KEMA :l( 
Target Fonnula Lowest level of detail Frequency 

sum (time between reg ion/team/cluster/sub monthly 
sending a quotation cluster/ser.1ce/product 
and getting a order) category/person/subsidiary 
di'1ded by total 
number of orders 
sum of margins divided ser.Ace monthly 
by amount of orders 

region/team/cluster/sub quarter1y 
cluster/ser.1ce/procuct 
category/person/subsidiary 

region/team/cluster/sub weekly 
clusler/ser.1ce/product 
category/person/subsidiary 

reg ion/team/cluster/sub weekly 
clusler/ser.1ce/product 
category/person/subsidiary 

Marketing score? team monthly 

Marketing score? region/team/cluster/sub monthly 
clusterlservlce/procuct 
category/person/subsidiary 

Who measures? Source of data Who acts Whal Notes & Canments 
on data action? 

Maconamy Maconomy 

Maconomy Maconorny Team or analysis If Sane pro..;ded 
sales orders ser.1ces might be non-
manager which have profitable but are 

negative or essential for things like 
low one stop shopping 
margins 
are 
necessary 
for 
business. 

Marketing? Team or Analyse If 
sales extra sales 
manager effort is 

needed 

Team or 
sales 
manager 

Team or 
sales 
manager 

Marketing Marketing Team or Marketing score 
sates 
manager 

Marketing Marketing Team or Marketing score 
sales 
manager 
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KPI 
NR 

Goal work In preparation 

Further specifying customer demand into plan able work 
Plan this work as elfectlvely and e!flclenly as possible 
Manaoe/ootlmize avallabllitv of caoacltv (resources) 
me Purpose 

Available competent FTE Gives you insight on 
versus necessary competent the long run If the 
capacity competent capacity of 

your workforce is 
sufficient 

available effective capacity Allows you to monitor if 
(equipment, space) enough equipment Is 

available 

% available capaclty(workforce) Allows us to monitor the 
available capacity on 
cluster( expertise) level 

trend workload m or>toring the trend of 
the workload allows us 
to say something about 
the amount work done 
and/or if the sales 
pro>Ading enough new 
work 

reallsaUon hours versus al lows you to monitor 
planned hours how effective the 

planning was 

Relates to 

Planrlng Emelen! 
utilization of 
capacity 

Planrlng Emclent 
utilization of 
capacity 

Planrlng Emclent 
utilization of 
capacity 

Planr>ng Emclent 
utilization of 
capacity 

Planr>ng Emclent 
utilization of 
capacity 

KEMA~ 

Target Formula Lowest level of detail Frequency 

(available competent (team/duster/segmenvser'1 Quarteny 
production hours/fie) ce) product category 
/necessary competent 
capacity 

the capacity minus repair, team/cluster/segment/ser'1 Weekly 
calibration etc ce 

Total avai lable FTEs on cluster Montly 
cluster level - allocated FTEs 
on cluster level divided by total 
avallaable FTEs 
Sum total workload graphically team/cluster/segment/ser'1 Weekly 
represented ce 

graphical representation with team /d1ster/segm ent/ser'1 monthly 
on x axes the percentage ce weekly 
realised hours minus planned 
hours dl'1ded by planned 
hours times 100% and y axe 
number of orders 

Who Source of Who acts What action? Notes & 
measures? data on data Comments 

Maconomy Maconomy Team or (e.g.) If available 
operation competent Fte is 
manager Inadequate, the capacity 

should be Increased by 
hiring and or training 
new staff 

Maconomy Maconomy Team or lack of necessary 
operation equipment could lead to 
manager investment In new 

equipment 

Maconomy Maconomy Team or Related to 
operation trend 
manager wor1<1oad 

Maconomy Maconomy Team or analyse trend ; is there 
operation underutilisation(leegloop 
manager ) which could lead to 

Increased sales effort, or 
a wor1<1oad exceeding 
available capacity which 
should lead to a 
decrease In sales effort 
or Increasing capacity. 

Maconomy Maconomy Team or 
operation 
manager 
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KPI 
NR 

Goal work Executionitealisation : 

Finish orders within the agreed 
parameters time/cost etc) 

The parameters are cluster 
dependent 
litie 

Del Ivery( customer) reliability 

'lo or# halteditejected projects 

follow up of halted projects 

# complaints 

average complaint handling lead 
time 

Average lead time 

average debtors days 

Purpose Relates to Target 

Are we able to deliver on Delivery reliab ility 
time and accor(jng to the 
specifications 

This enables us to mooltor 
the fo llow up on halted 
projects which are continued 
in "new" projects . Halted 
projects are caused due to 
among others the break 
down of a test sample. 
This enables us to mooitor 
what happens to project that 
Is halted. 

Indication of how our service Quality of 
Is perceived by the customer delivered service 

(USP: quality) 

monitonng the average Quality of 
complaint lead-time, thereby delivered sef"'Jice 
minim izi ng complaint (USP: quality) 
handl ing time (Response time) 

monitonng the average lead- Process control 
time, thereby minim izing time 
necessary for administration 

monltonng debtors days Cost reduction 
thereby reducing days 
according to target 

KEMA :'< 

Formul a Lowest level Frequency Who 
of detail measures? 

distnbution of orders team/cluster/ month Maconomy 
dep icted In a chart with on service 
the x axi s time In weeks 
and on the y axis number 
of orders . This ftgure 
depicts orders which are 
delivered too earty ,too 
late or on time 

count halted projects. A team/cluster/ month Maconomy 
halted project is denned ser.1ce 
as a project which cannot 
be continued due to the 
fact that the test sam pie Is 
broken. 

Graphically presented with team/cluster/ month Maconomy 
for e.g. % halted projects ser\!ice 
closed, continued in new 
project, waiting on new 
samples etc. 

count com plaints team /cluster/ month Maconomy 
service 

sum (time between team /cluster/ month Maconany 
reglstenng a complaint se!'Ace 
and "closing" a complaint) 

Sum (tlm e between team/cluster/ week Maconcrny 
actl'Aty starts and finishing service 
actl'1ty) dl'1ded by total 

sum (time between team/cluster/ month Maconomy 
sending a bill and seriAce 
recei'1ng money) dl'Aded 
bv total bills send 

Source of Who acts on data What action? Notes & 
data Comments 

Maconomy Team or operation analyse why 
manager orders are too late 

or to earty 

Maconomy Team or operation analyse why 
manager projects are not 

continued 

Maconomy Team or operation 
manager 

Maconom y Team or operation analyse If a 
manager complaint came 

forth out of 
Incidental or 
structural 
situation. 

Maconomy Team or operation the reason why 
manager the target on 

complaint 
handling time was 
exceeded should 
be analysed 

Maconany Team or operation the lead-times 
manager of separate 

action such as 
testing , 
re'1ewlng etc 
and transfer 
times (time 
between action) 
should be also 
available to 
enable further 
analysis 

Maconomy Team or operation 
manager 
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2.4 conceptual PPI list presented in MTFO meeting 

KPI 
NR 

Goal sales: 
Attaining a certain mart<et 
positi on/goal 
Sales maintains/brings the wor1<1oad 
to a fixed oositlon 
me 

1lme needed to make an oner 

Hit rate 

distribution of orders per category 
versus target 

distribution of custom er turnover 

distribution of quotations per order 
size In euros 

% orders ls frcm "new" customer 

Turnover versus invested hours by 
sales 

Turnover margin versus Invested 
hours by sales 

Purpose Relates to 

monitoring the average Response time 
lead-tlm e form aklng on customer 
quotations, thereby request( USP: 
minimizing tim e that a Flel<iblllty) 
customer has to wait for a 
auotation 
Monitoring how many Sales 
quotations will actuaMy effectiveness 
become an order, enables 
us to forecast the number 
of orders on basis of the 
outstanding quotations. 

Monitoring distribution of Sales target 
orders per category allows 
us if we are line with 
business plans 

Monitoring distribution of Sales 
customer turnover effectiveness 
customer enables us to and customer 
say something of intimacy 
importance of customers 
CABC-analvsisl 
Mooitoring di stribution of Sales 
quotations size in euros effectiveness 
enables us to see In 
comb lnatioo with hlt-<ate 
what orders can be 
exoected 
It takes more enort to get Customer 
"new" customers than retention 
keeping e>dstlng (Customer 
customers. Intimacy) and 

Added value 
(One stop 
shooolnal 

Allows us to monitor the Sales efficiency 
efficiency of sales 

Allows us to monitor the Sales efficiency 
efficiency of sales 

Target 

(within 2 
days) 

KEMA =f( 

Formula Lowestlevel of detail Frequency Who Source of Who acts What action? Notes & Comments 
measures? data on data 

llme between RFQ and (team/cluster/sub cluster) weekly Maconomy Maconomy Team or analyse why 
sending quotations person sales It takes so 
dMded by total manager long 
quotations send 

%quotations..> order (team/cluster/sub monthly Maconomy Maconomy Team or analyse hit 
after 60 days cluster/ser.ice) product sales rate , what Is 

category manager the 
composition 
of this hi t 
rate, 

distribution of orders product category monthly Maconomy Maconomy Team or Decrease This Is depicted In a 
graphically represented sales sales enort if column chart. This 
on x axe manager on taf!let and chart makes it also 
team/cluster/duster \Ace versa possible to see what is 
segment/seMce on y done for CSA 
axe number of orders in 
euros 
distribution of orders customer monthly Maconomy Maconomy Team or 
graphically represented sales 
on x axe customer y manager 
axe customer turnover 

distribution of orders region/team/cluster/sub monthly Maconomy Maconomy Team or 
graphically represented cluster/ser.ice/product sales 
on x axe order size in category/person/subsidiary manager 
euros on y axe number 
of orders 

total orders minus region/team/cluster/sub monthly Maconomy Maconomy Team or 
orders from e>dstlng cluster/seMce/product sales 
customers divided by categ ory ip ers on/sub sid la ry manager 
total orders 

Sum of customer customer monthly Maconomy Maconomy Team or 
turnover divided by sum sales 
of invested sales hours manager 

Sum of customer customer monthly Maconomy Maconomy Team or 
turnover maf!lln di'1ded sales 
by sum of invested manager 
sales hours 
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KPI me 
NR 

Loose order analysis 

Awrage lead-time sending 
quotations till order 

Awrage sales margin on orders 

Awrage realised margin on orders 

Market share in comb In at on with 
market size 

# CSA 

€#CSA 

Customer satisfaction general 

Customer satisfaction project based 

Purpose 

Analysis of why an 
quotations dldn1 become 
an order 

When can you expect 
tum over 

Monitor profitability of 
orders 

Monitor profitability of 
orders 

A benchmar1< which allows 
us to compare oursetves 
wl'tl competitors 

Monitoring how well we 
are doing In the eyes of 
our customers 

Monitoring how well we 
are doing In the eyes of 
our customers 

Relates to 

Customer 
retention 
(Customer 
intimacy) and 
Added value 

Planning? 

(Indication ) 
Return on 
lnwstment 
(Indication ) 
Return on 
inwstment 

Global marl<et 
position, 
recognized as a 
wortd player 

Strategic alliance 
wl'tlCSA 

Strategic alliance 
wl'tlCSA 

Business goal 
respect for the 
customer 

Business goal 
respect for the 
customer 

KEMA :I( 
Target Form ul a Lowest level of detail Frequency 

Graphically presented region/team/cluster/sub moothly 
wl'tl for e.g. number of cluster/service/product 
orders on price , dellwry category/person/subsidiary 
tim e , etc 

sum (time between region/team/cluster/sub monthly 
sending a quotation and cluster/service/product 
getting a order) divided category/person/subsidiary 
by total number of 
orders 
sum of sales marg ins service moothly 
dl'1ded by amount of 
orders 
sum of realised margins service monthly 
dl'1ded by amount of 
orders 

region/tecvnJcluster/sub quarterty 
duster/service/product 
category/person/subsidiary 

region/team/cluster/sub weekly 
d uster/service/product 
category/person/subsidiary 

region/team/cluster/sub weekly 
duster/service/product 
category/person/subsidiary 

Mar1<eling score? team monthly 

Mar1<etlng score? region/team/cluster/sub monthly 
cluster/service/product 
category/person/subsidiary 

Who Source of Who acts What action? Notes & Comments 
measures? data on data 

Maconomy Maconomy Team or When a quotation Is 
sales rejected, it should 
manager become clear why a 

customer has rejected 
It. Keep on asking 
when a customers 
says "other" 

Maconomy Maconomy Team or 
sales 
manager 

Maconomy Maconorny Team or 
sales 
manaaer 

Maconomy Maconorny Team or analysis if some pro\lded 
sales orders whi ch services might be non-
manager have profitable but are 

negative or essential for things like 
low margins one stop shopping 
are 
necessary for 
business. 

Mar1<eting? Team or Analyse If 
sales extra sales 
manager effort is 

needed 

Team or 
sales 
manager 

Team or 
sales 
manager 

Mar1<etlng Mar1<eting Team or Mar1<eting score 
sales 
manager 

Mar1<eting Mar1<etlng Team or Mar1<eting score 
sales 
manager 
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Goal worl< in preparation 
Further specifying customer demand Into 
plan able worl< 
Plan this worl< as effectively and efftclenUy 
as possible 
Manage/optimize availab ili ty of capacity 
(resources) 
Title 

Ava II able competent FTE versus 
necessary competent capacity 

available effective capacity (worl<force) 

available effective capacity (equipment, 
space) 

% available capaclty(w or1<force) 

% allocated capacity( equipment) 

trend worl<load 

real1sation hours versus planned hours 

Purpose 

Gives you Insight on 
the long run If the 
competent capacity 
of your workforce Is 
sufficient 

Mooltonng the 
available effective 
capacity allows us on 
the long-tenn to 

Allows you to monitor 
if enough equipment 
is available 

Allows us to mooltor 
the avail able capacity 
on cluster(e>q>ertlse) 
level 

monitoring the trend 
of the wOll<load 
allows us to say 
something about the 
am aunt w erk done 
and/or If the sales 
providing enough 
new work 

allows you to monitor 
how effective the 
plannlng was 

KEMA :I( 

Relates to l arge Formula Lowest level of detail 
t 

Planning (available competent (team/cluster/segmenVserA ce 
Etncient production hoursme) ) product category 
utilization of /necessary competent 
capacity capacity 

Planning shows the capacity minus team lcluster/segm ent/serAce 
Etnci ent sick leave, atv etc. 
util ization of 
capaci ty 

Planning the capacity minus repair, team/cluster/segment/serAce 
Etncient calibration etc 
utilization of 
capacity 

Planning cluster 
Efficient 
utlllzaUon of 
caoacitv 
Planning team lcluster/segment/serA ce 
Efficient 
utilization of 
caoacitv 
Planning Sum total worl<load team/cluster/segment/serAce 
Efficient graphically represented 
utilization of 
capacity 

Plannlng graphical representati on with team/cluster/segment/service 
Efficient on x axes the percentage 
util ization of realised hours minus planned 
capacity hours divi ded by planned 

hours times 100% and y axe 
number of orders 

Frequenc Who Source of Who What action ? Notes & 
y measures? data acts on Comments 

data 
Quarterly Maconomy Macon om Team or (e.g.) If available 

y operatic competent Fie Is 
n Inadequate, the capacity 
manager should be lnaeased by 

hi ring and or traini ng 
new staff 

Weekly Maconomy Team or shows the 
ope ratio capacity 
n minus sick 
manager leave, atv 

etc. 
Weekly Maconomy Maconom Team or lack of necessary 

y operatic equipment could lead to 
n Investment in ne..v 
manager equipment 

Monthly Maconomy Macon om Team or Related to 
y operati c trend 

n wor1<1oad 
manaaer 

Quarterly, Maconomy Maconan Team or 
monthly, y operatic 
weekly, n 
daily manaaer 
Weekly Maconcmy Maconom Team or analyse trend ; Is there 

y operatic underutilisation(leegloop 
n ) which could lead to 
manager increased sales effort , or 

a wor1<1oad exceeding 
available capacity which 
should lead to a 
decrease In sales effort 
or Increasing capacity. 

monthly Maconomy Maconom Team or 
weekly y operatic 

n 
manager 
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Goal work Execution/realisation 

Finish orders within the agreed 
parameters time/cost etc) 

The parameters are cluster 
dependent 
Title 

Dellvery(customer) rellablllty 

#halted/rejected projects with 
corresponding capacity# 

follow up of halted projects 

Response time on complaint 

# complaints 

average complaint handling lead 
time 

Average lead time (process) 

average debtors days 

Purpose Relates to Targ 
et 

Are we able to deliver on Dell very 
time and according to the reli ab ility 
specificati ons 

This enables us to mon itor 
the follow up on halted 
projects which are 
continued ln "new" 
projects. Haned projects 
are caused due to among 
others the break down of 
a test sam pie . 
This enables us to monitor 
what happens to project 
that Is halted . 

monitoring the average Respect for 
response time on the customer 
comp laint, thereby 
mini'nizlng time that a 
customer has to wait for 
Initial response on 
complaint 
Indication of how our Quality of 
service is perceived by the delivered 
customer ser\1ce 

(USP: 
quality) 

m onitonng the average Quality of 
complaint lead-time, delivered 
thereby minimizing ser"Ace 
complaint handling time (USP: 

quality) 
(Response 
time) 

monitortng the average Process 
lead-time, thereby cootrol 
minimizing time necessary 
for administration 

monitoring debtors days Cost 
thereby reducing days reduction 
according to target 

KEMA :'< 

Fonnula Lowest Frequency Who Source of Who acts on What action? Notes & C001ments 
level of measures? data data 
detail 

dlstrtbution of orders depicted In team/cluste monthly Maconomy Maconomy Team or analyse why 
a chart with on the x a><l s time in r/servlce operation orders are too late 
weeks and on they a><is number manager or to earty 
of orders. This figure depicts 
orders which are del ivered too 
earty ,too late or on time 

count halted projects and sum team/cluste monthly Maconomy Maconomy Team or analyse why 
corresponding capacity. A halted r/service operation projects are not 
project is denned as a project manager continued 
which cannot be continued due to 
the fact that the test sample Is 
broken. 

Graphically presented with for team/cluste monthly Maconomy Maconomy Team or 
e.g. % halted projects closed , r/service operation 
continued In new project, waiting manager 
on new sam pies etc. 
Time between receiving a (team /cl ust wee!<ly Maconomy Maconomy Team or analyse why It 
complaint and an Initi al response er/sub sales takes so long 

cluster) manager 
person 

count complaints team/cluste monthly Maconomy Maconomy Team or analyse If a 
r/service operation complaint came 

manager forth out of 
Incidental or 
structural 
situation. 

sum (time between registertng a team/cluste monthly Maconomy Maconomy Team or the reason why 
complaint and "closing" a r/service operation the target on 
complaint) manager complaint 

handling time was 
exceeded should 
be analysed 

Sum (tim e between activity starts team/cluste weekly Maconomy Maconomy Team or the lead-times of separate 
and fin ishing activity) divided by r/servlce operation action such as testing, 
total manager review ing etc and transfer 

times (time between action ) 
should be also available to 
enable further analysis 

sum {time between sending a bill team/cluste monthly Maconomy Maconomy Team or 
and receiving money) divided by r/servlce operation 
total bills send manager 
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NR 

Goal sales: Attaining a certain 
mar1<et position/goal 
Sales maintains/brings the workload 
to a fixed cosltlon 
nue 

Time needed to make an offer 

Hit rate 

distlibution of orders per category 
versus target 

distnbution of custom er turnover 

distnbution of quotations per order 
size in euros 

% orders is from "new" customer 

Turnover versus Invested hours by 
sales 

Turnover margin versus Invested 
hou"' by sales 

Purpose Relates to Target 

monltoling the Response tlm e on (within 2 
average lead-time customer request( days) 
for making USP: Flexibility) 
quotations, thenoby 
minimizing time that 
a customer has to 
wait for a auotalon 
Monitonng how Sales effectiveness 
many quotaUons will 
actuany become an 
order, enables us to 
fora cast the num ber 
of orders on basis of 
the outstanding 
auotations . 
Monitoling Sales target 
dlstnbution of orde"' 
per category allows 
us if we are line with 
business plans 

Monitonng Sales effectiveness 
dlstlibution of and customer Intimacy 
customer tumO'ler 
customer enables us 
to say something of 
Importance of 
custome"' (ABC-
analvsls\ 
Monitonng Sales effectiveness 
dlstnbution of 
quotations size In 
euros enables us to 
see In comblnatiai 
with hit-rate what 
orders can be 
exoected 
It takes more enort Customer retention 
to get "new" (Customer Intimacy) 
customers than and Added value (One 
keeping eldstlng stop shopping) 
customers. 
Allows us to monitor Sales efficiency 
the efficiency of 
sales 

Allows us to monitor Sales efficiency 
the efficiency of 
sales 

KEMA :'< 

Formula Lowest level of detail Frequency Who Source of Who acts What action ? Notes & Comments 
measures? data on data 

nme between RFQ and (team/cluster/sub cluster) weekly Maconomy Maconomy Team or analyse why 
sending quotations person sales It takes so 
dllAded by total manager long 
quotations send 

%quotations-> order (team/cluster/sub monthly Maconomy Maconomy Team or analyse hit 
after 60 days cluster/ser.ice) product sales rate , what Is 

category manager the 
composition 
of ttiis hit 
rate , 

dlstlibution of orders product category monthly Maconomy Maconomy Team or Decrease This Is depicted in a 
graphically represented sales sales e~ort if column chart. Th is 
on x axe manager on target and chart makes it also 
team/cluster/duster ¥ice versa possible to see what is 
segm entlservice on y done for CSA 
axe number of orders ln 
euros 
dlstlibution of orde"' customer monthly Maconomy Maconomy Team or 
graphically represented sales 
on x axe customer y manager 
axe custom er turnover 

distribution of orders region/team/cluster/sub monthly Maconomy Maconomy Team or 
graphically represented cluster/ser.ice!product sales 
on x axe order size In category/person/subsid iary manager 
euros on y axe number 
of orde"' 

total orders minus region/team/cluster/sub montllly Maconomy Maconomy Team or 
orders from eldstlng duster/ser.ice/product sales 
custorne"' divided by category/person/subsidiary manager 
total orders 

Sum of custaner customer monthly Maconomy Maconomy Team or 
turnover divided by sum sales 
of Invested sales hours manager 

Sum of customer customer monthly Maconomy Maconomy Team or 
tumover margin dilAded sales 
by sum of Invested manager 
sales hours 
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Loose order analysis 

Average lead-time sending 
quotations till order 

% repetetive sales 

Average realised margin on orders 

Market share in combination with 
market size 

#CSA 

f.#CSA 

Custaner satisfaction general 

Custaner satisfaction project based 

Purpose 

Analysis of why an 
quotations dldn~ 
bee om e an order 

When can you 
expect turnover 

m onltor Custcmer 
satisfaction/ 
ef11ciency sales 
organlsalon 
Monitor profrtability 
of orders 

A benchmark which 
allaNs us to 
compare ourselves 
wi1h competitors 

Monitoring how well 
we are doing In the 
eyes of our 
customers 
Monitoring how well 
we are doing In the 
eyes of our 
customers 

KEMA :'< 
Relates to Target Formula Lowest level of detail Frequency 

Custom er retention Graphically presented regionneamicluster/sub montll ly 
(Custaner Intimacy) wlti for e.g. number of cluster/ser.;ce/product 
and Added value orders on price, category/person/subsidiary 

delivery time , etc 

Planning? sum (time between reglonneamicluster/sub montllly 
sending a quotation cluster/ser.;ce/product 
and getting a order) category/person/subsidiary 
dMded by total number 
of orders 

Business goal respect montllly 
for the custaner/sales 
ef11ciency 

(Indication) Return on sum of realised margins service montllly 
Investment dl>Aded by amount of 

orders 

Global market position, region/team/cluster/sub quarterly 
recognized as a world cluster/ser.;ce/product 
player category/person/subsidiary 

Strategic alliance witll reglonneamicluster/sub weekly 
CSA ciuster/ser.;ce/product 

category/person/subsidiary 

Strategic alliance wltll region/team/cluster/sub weekly 
CSA cluster/ser.;ce/product 

category/person/subsidiary 

Business goal respect Marketing score? team montllly 
for the custaner 

Business goal respect Marketing score? reglonlteomicluster/sub montllly 
for the customer cluster/ser.;ce/product 

category/person/subsidiary 

Who Source of Who acts What action? Notes & Canments 
measures? data on data 

Maconomy Maconomy Team or When a quotation Is 
sales rejected, It should 
manager become clear why a 

customer has rejected 
it. Keep on asking 
when a customers 
says "other' 

Maconomy Maconomy Team or 
sales 
manager 

Maconany Maconany Team or 
sales 
manager 

Maconany Maconomy Team or analysis if Sane pro.,;ded 
sales orders which serAces might be non-
manager have profitable but are 

negative or essential for things 
low margins like one stop shopping 
are 
necessary 
for business. 

Marketing? Team or Analyse If 
sales extra sales 
manager effort Is 

needed 

Team or 
sales 
manager 

Team or 
sales 
manager 

Marketing Marketing Team or Marketing score 
sales 
manager 

Marketing Marketing Team or Marketing score 
sales 
manager 
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Goal wor1< In preparation 
Further specifying cus1omer dem and Into 
plan able wor1< 
Plan this wor1< as effectively and efflclenUy 
as possible 
Manage/optimize avallabll lty of capacity 
I resources\ 
Title 

Available competent FTE versus necessary 
competent capacity 

available effective capacity (w or1<force ) 

available effective capacity (equipment, 
space) 

% available capacity(workforce) 

% allocated capacity( equipment) 

trend wor1</oad 

real lsaUon hours versus planned hours 

Purpose Relates to Targe 
t 

Gives you Insight on Planning 
the long run If the Effici ent 
competent capacity of utilization of 
your wor1<force ls capacity 
suff1Clent 

Monitoring the Planning 
available effecilve Efficient 
capacity allows us on util ization of 
the long-term to capacity 

Allows you to monitor Planning 
If enough equipment Efnclent 
Is available utilization of 

capacity 

Allows us to monitor Planning 
the avail able capacity Efncient 
on cluster(expertise) utilization of 
level caoacitv 

Planning 
Efficient 
utilization of 
caoacitv 

monitoring the trend of Planning 
the wor1<1oad allows Efn cient 
us to say something utilization of 
about the amount capacity 
wor1< dooe and/or If 
the sal es pro'1dtng 
enough new wor1< 

allows you to monitor Planning 
how el!ective the Efficient 
planning was utilization of 

capacity 

KEMA~ 

Formula Lowest level of detail Frequency Who Source of Who acts Whatacilon? Notes & 
measures? data on data Comments 

(avail able com petent (team/cluster/segment Quarteriy Maconomy Maconomy Team or (e.g.) If available 
production hours/fte) /ser'1ce) product operation com petent Fte ls 
/necessary competent category manager Inadequate, the 
capacity capacity should be 

Increased by hiring and 
or training new stall 

shows the capacity minus sick team/cluster/segm entl Weekly Maconomy Team or shows the 
leave, atv etc. se<\Ace operation capacity 

manager minus sick 
leave, atv 
etc. 

the capacity minus repair, team/cluster/segmentl Weekly Maconomy Maconomy Team or lack of necessary 
calibration etc service operation equipment could lead 

manager to investment Jn nE!'W' 
equipment 

cluster Monthly Maconomy Maconomy Team or Related to 
operation trend 
manager wor1<1oad 

team/ctuster/segm entl Quarteriy, Maconomy Maconomy Team or 
se!'Ace monthly, operation 

weekly, manager 
daily 

Sum total wor1<1oad graphically team/cluster/segm entl Weekly Maconomy Maconomy Team or analyse trend ; is there 
represented service operation underutilisation(teegloo 

manager p) which could lead to 
Increased sates effort, 
or a wor1<1oad 
exceeding available 
capacity which should 
lead to a decrease In 
sales el!ort or 
increasing capacity. 

graphical representation with team/cluster/segm entl monthly Maconomy Maconomy Team or 
on x axes the percentage service weekly operation 
real ised hours minus planned manager 
hours di'4 ded by planned 
hours times 100% and y axe 
number of orders 
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Goal wor1< 
Execution/realisati on 
Finish orders within 111e 
agreed parameters 
time/cost etc) 

The parameters are cluster 
dependent 
TiUe 

Delivery( custom er) 
reliabHlty 

#halted/rejected prcjects 
with corresponding 
capacity# 

follow up of halted projects 

Response time on 
complaint 

#complaints 

average complaint 
handling lead time 

Average lead time 
(process) 

average delbtors days 

Purpose 

Are we able to deliver on time 
and according to the 
spedncations 

This enables us tom onltor the 
follow up on halted projects 
which are continued in "new M 
projects. Halted projects are 
caused due to among o111ers the 
break down of a test sample. 

This enables us to monitor wh at 
happens to project 111at is halted. 

monltor1ng 111e average response 
time on complaint, thereby 
minimizing time that a customer 
has to wait for lnl!al response on 
comolalnt 
indication of how our ser'1ce Is 
perceived by 111e customer 

monltor1ng 111e average 
complaint lead-time, thereby 
minimizing complaint handling 
time 

monltor1ng 111e average lead-
time, 111ereby minimizi ng time 
necessary for administration 

monltor1ng debtors days 111ereby 
reducing days according to 
target 

Relates to Target 

Delivery 
reliability 

Respect for 111e 
customer 

Quality of 
delivered 
ser'1ce (USP: 
quality) 

Quality of 
delivered 
ser'1ce (USP: 
quality) 
(Response 
time) 
Process control 

Cost reduction 

KEMA =I( 

Formula Lowest Frequency Who Source of Who acts on data What action? Notes & Comments 
level of measures? data 
detail 

distribution of orders team/clust mon111 Maconomy Maconomy Team or operation analyse why orders 
depicted In a chart with on er/service manager are too late or to 
the x aid s time In weeks early 
and on they axis number 
of orders . This ngure 
depicts orders which are 
delivered too early ,too 
late or on Ume 

count halted projects and team/clust mon111 Maconomy Maconomy Team or operation analyse why projects 
sum corresponding er/service manager are not continued 
capacity. A halted project 
is denned as a project 
which cannot be 
continued due to the fact 
that the test sample is 
broken. 
Graphically presented wi111 team/clust month Maconomy Maconomy Team or operation 
for e.g. % halted projects er/service manager 
closed, continued In new 
project, waiting on new 
samples etc. 
Time between recel'1ng a (team/ct us weekly Maconomy Maconomy Team or sales analyse why it takes 
complaint and an Initial ter/sub manager so long 
response cluster) 

person 

count complaints team/clust month Maconcmy Maconomy Team or operation analyse~ a 
er/service manager complaint came forth 

out of Incidental or 
structural situation . 

sum (time between team /clust month Maconomy Maconomy Team or operation the reason why the 
reglster1ng a complaint er/service manager target on complaint 
and "closing" a complaint) handling time was 

exceeded should be 
analysed 

sum (time between team/clust week Maconomy Maconomy Team or operation the lead-times of 
acti'1ty starts and finishing er/service manager separate action such as 
acti'1ty) dl'1ded by total testing , re'1ewing etc 

and transfer times (time 
between action) should 
be also available to 
enable fur111er analysis 

sum (time between team/clust month Maconomy Maconomy Team or operation 
sending a bill and er/ser'Ace manager 
recei'1ng money) dl'1ded 
bv total bills send 
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